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SUBJ: Copies of ~ew Jersey Documents re ~uolic ~ducat1on 

The erecloseo papers were prepareo by educators from ~ew Jersey 
institutions for the Joint Education Committee during hearings In 
1974. The subJect 1s the "thorough and efficient" system of 
public schools in ~ew Jersey. 

Several months ago, you or someone 1n the New Jersey Documents 
department tried to locate these oocuments <wn1cn were noted in a 
May 14, 1974 hearing before the Joint Committee; call number 

... , 

974.90 E24 1974t>, along with some other related documents from your 
collect iore. These papers were not among those located at that 
time. I subsequently made a few phone calls around the state and 
obtai ned copies. 

Deputy Attorney General Bertram 1-'. boltz, who requested these 
documents tor his research on this 1ssue, has urged I send you 
copies of these papers tor the State Liorary's collection. 1-'er 
h1s request, I am also send1ng cop1es to the Attorney General's 
Library 1n Trenton. 

If you have arey quest ions regarding these papers, feel free to 
call me. 

Thank you again for your help in this and all matters • 

cc: Bertram P. Goltz, Senior Deputy Attorney General (w/o encl.> 
1'1oira Strong, Chief of Research &ervices 
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Staff Note #7 

Re: F.cbe:-t .i.. Gra::ge:- - P..es::cnse to C.uestions 2 - ?e - 8 - 9 

T'.ne autho:- introduces his paper with a review and a.nalysis of the 
sections of the court decisions i...'"l Robi."lson v. Ca}1.ill -w+.ich deal pr:.Z.arily 
-w"'ith ed::lcational questions. F.e the..'l ans-w-ers ea.ch q-u.estion in tUl':l. 

2a What d::.d the te:-:m "tho roUE:~ a...'"ld efficient 11 :::r..ean w-hen it -w-a.s :r~ -st 
~~reduced in~ ~~e State Constitu~ion in lb75? 

?.ducation :Ul the 19th century generally meant the dr-il J ing of 
pupils in basic Skills o£ reading, composition, aritr~tic, a..."ld 
spelling, ;,"i th some attr..ntion to practical and physical a:.-ts 
a.."ld activities. M:L.,jr...:::m literacy skill was the predo~a!'lt 
educational goal. Coucepts of social values and scientific 
facts were treated si."::plisticaJ.J.y. The broader goals of to~' s 
educational system, i..'lcluding critical thinking, inqui_"7, seli'
enrich."l".ent, and the concept of education as a device 'foi- social 
:ro bill ty, were not recog""...:i.zed. 

2b F'..ave chane.=...n~ conditions chan~ed the n.eanin~ of the ter::: ( "thcrou!Zh 
and efficient 11 )? 

~.reeping changes have been made in the cu.."""'iculum of the public 
schools and in the concepts of learn:Ulg theory on 'Which the 
school s-.rstem is based. The transfer of facts t.'lrough d:'ill has 
beco~ less impor-~"lt, as other ideas, such as lea.-ning based 
on expe:-ience, p:-ogression from s:L~le to cor:plex ideas, a::d. 
other p~inciples, are applied. 

2c To -..-::at extent l:.a.s the Su-creme Court broadened. lini ted.. or othe:--

7e 

·....:..se cr.a..~zed t~e ::.ea..'"l!r.e: of the term ~ 11tho~ou!Zl: a..T"J.d ef.::..::..s:::: .. •: J :. • 
:..:,s o:;:L..,_:_on in ?..::::L~s~!'l v. Cal:ill? 

The cou.~ decisic~s neithe~ broade..'l nor lirr~t the term, but they 
eo provide a bette:- definition of it. The cou:'t, in speci:."'j"i.'"lg 
that "thorough a.oo:C. efficient" should include 11 ••• that educational 
oppcrtu..'li ty -wi:lich is needed to equip a child for his role as a 
citize.'l a.'ld as a competitor i..."l. the labor market" probably did 
not i...'ltend to l:L"llit public education to these goals • 

llh.a.t is meant by "eaual educational o"'oortunitv"? 

The author presents a word-by--wurd definition: 

ecual -means "equivalent", that is, something equal in value, 
force or meaningj it does ngi mean "identical", that 
is, something exactly alike or the very same. 
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eC:·..::atio~ - :nea..~ t~e g-;.U.~'":ce of lea..~..::.g activities tv;..·a=d 
est~blis~ec ~d re~ilts; ~ essential set of ~als 
was d.efinec by the coUl""'t. as equipping a child for 
his role as a ci tize...~ anc as a cor::r:peti tor ill the 
labor :n.c..=ket. 

c~JO~tu.~ty - ~~~~s tee cle~ p~ovision for a reasonably favorable 
lea...~"1g c:.Xcur.staz:!.ce for a' i chi 1 d:r~. Ir.di:l'idual 
chi.J..~e.n may r...a.Ve Va!")'"ing pe:::-fo!7.'.ance potentials, du..e 
to Va..rj-:L~g ge.."'letic or e!.t'V-..:....:-on.-::e.."'ltal factors, and 
education can support, e..rli-..a..nce, and aneli'~rate these 
differ e..'1.C e s only to a l:L"'"Ji ted de g:r e e • B" J. t "e cru.a..l 
educational OP:"..ortu:nity" requi=es that there be no 
intentional or persistent discr~Jination ag~st 
aiJY in.dividu.a..l or class, r.tether defined by physical 
characteristics, cultural differences, functional 

__ ·--~ility, or va2-11e ~fferences. _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ __ 

\·mile the legislature sbould be able to resolve questions o£ 
cogr...itive educational goals (basic skil..ls, such as reading) and 
pS)""Cb.orotor educational goals (physical skills) relatively easily, 
affective education.a..l goals (attitudes) are much more difficult 
to handle. -----· 

D:les the i~rd 11thoro11e:h 11 anuly to the extensiveness of tlnrschool 
exnerience ~zde available or to the intensity of effort in particular 
areas of study? 

The author concludes that defirrl...ng "thorough 11 m terms of mtensity 
of effort in particular areas of study lv"''uld be in accorda.."1ce with 
19th century concepts of education which emphasized limited sets 
of cognitive goals and functional skills. Bow-ever, e"ducation 
today recognizes that continually changi~g conditions makes the 
acquisition of a fixed body of knowledge a 11futile and non- _ 
prod11o-ti ve pattern for organizing curriculum a.."1d instruction". 
Fu.rther:x>re, mre mdern educational approaches place e.."llphasis 
on ~~thods of inquiry rather than the acquisition of facts. Ee 
concl"..lces that the ~rd 11thorough" must be interpreted in te:ri:l.S 
of tb.e e..nensiver-..ess of the educational opportu."1i.t-.r made ava-i1 able, 
~;:.the:- tr..an tr..e :L~tensi7eness of effort in particular areas. 

9 toes the ·,iClrd 11efficie..'1t 11 a.nnl:v to all activities of all nub1-ic 
sc::Wols :L'"l the state, or m:ie:..."lt its annlication be li-:ri.ted to onl:v 
the State-~"lded nortion of a uublic school activity? 

i·inD..e the author s-J.pports the idea of local leei~-ay, he :p::>ints 
out that the courts may be saying that educational opportunities 
must be adequate for all chi..ldren before they can e.."tceed an adequate 
level for some. Standards of efficiency should apply to all 
educational programs, although there are practical difficulties 
in the magnitude of the evaluation program w-lhich w-ould be necessary 
to insure that such standards are met universally. This may force 
an initial evaluation program to be restricted to the State-sup:p::>rted 
portion of a school program, with the consequent danger of 
concentrating reoources and narrow:ing the program to those eleme."'lts 
....mich will be evaluated. 
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KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY 

UNION. NEW JERSEY 07093 

To: Joint Education Co~ittee 
Legislative Services Agency 

Fro:: Dr. R. L. Granger, Dean 
School of Education 

Date: May 1, 1974 

Re: Response to Selected Questions on the 
Robinson v. Cahill Issue 

Introduction 

I am honored to respond to questions regardi!lg the "thorough and 
efficient" issue before the legislature of New Jers-ey. All info-riieo educators-··---

·and legislators are aware of the extreme import of this matter. 

It is my intent to present as fully as possible an objective perspective 
in my stateoents responding to the designated questions as opposed to an 
advocacy position. Hopefully my current educational responsibilities as Dean 

:of Education, Professor of Educational Administration and school board member 
in Wyckoff, N. J. will assist in presenting such a generally neutral position. 
The gene=alist frame of reference •~ich I will e~loy will also reflect, I 
expect, my o-~ advanced specialized training and research in general adminis
tration, ad:in~~trative theory and system theory. 

7he p=i=ary resea==b which I undertook in ?reparing this state=ent was in 
t~e fo~ of a careful =eading of the Better O?:~io~s and the New Jersey Supre:e 
~urt affir-~tion. Rough drafts of proposed c~anges i!l the state Administrative 
Code were studied also. Even though I am prese~t!~g a professional rather than 
a legal opinion it seeoed to me to be necessary to review the emphasis stressed 
in the above opinio~s, noting their principal points of agreeoent and, equally 
i=?ortant)their dif:erences in both substance and e=?hasis • 

Judge Better's opinions and conclusions were developed from a base recognizing 
the importance of compliance with the commanding statement regarding "thorough 
and efficient" education in the New Jersey Constitution. He also stressed the 
legal significance of the Federal Constitution's provisions for equal protection 
under the law. Judge Better stated that any reasonable basis for state aid to 
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ecucation must be related to the purposes to be served. A critical state~ent 
aoong his opinions lJaS that "thorough means more than si=ply acec;uate cr 
n:!.ni::::.al." He asserted that even with full funding of the Bateman for=...:la 
there probably would be disparity of funding in New Jersey that denies equal 
protection under the law. Judge Better stated that legislation ~~st not be 
arbitrary and that the present syste~ of tax funding is based on '~aphazard 
distribution cf property ~~alth." 

Judge Better made several im?ortant state~ents in the realm o£ professional 
education. Re included all educational operations lJithin the public school in 
his rendered opinion. Re i~lied the ready construction of an adequate and 
effective syste= of evaluation lJherein '~regress can be measured and enforced 
by rules and regulations." Re noted that his conclusions regarding the need 
for change were based on an apparent disparity w~ich denies equal protection 
under the Federal Constitution. This disparity opinion was partially based, 
according to Judge Better, in "educational probabilities and expert opinion." 

It is important to note also that the trial court opinion did not preclude 
the legislature frcm adopting any reasonable method which complied ~th 
State constitutional and equal protection conditions. Judge Better did caution, 
ho~ever, that equalizing financial inputs may not assure thorough and efficient 
education. 

The Supre:e Court reinforced the trial court opinion that educational 
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quality is dependent upon financial input even though· other factors~-natural and---·---
enviro~ental, prevail. They agreed also that equal protection dictates some 
essential degree of statewide funding uniformity and that all state aid schemes 
must neutralize local inequities. 

In the area of funding the Supreme Court cited developments in the Texas 
(Rodriguez) case which reaffi~ the concepts of local option and provision 
for basic or cini=um educational skills only. They caution in 1nterpreting 
the equal protection clause as supplying "categorical answers in the vast area 
of human needs." 

~ 

The Suprece Court's educational opinions were perhaps a bit more cautious 
than those of the trial judge. They concurred that the "thorough and efficient" 
statement in the New Jersey Constitution is more compelling in regard to 
education than na:io:al constitutional provisions. The Supreme Court opined 
that educat~oo in a conte:porary setting shculd (cinically) equip a child for 
his role as a citizen and as a co=?etitor in the labor carket. They explicitly 
stated that the educational meaning of the content of equal educational 
opportunity is ~!!! su~~lied. !he Supre:e Court agreed with the trial court 
that the constitutional de=and regarding education is not now met, particularly 
in view of the discrepancies in dollar input per pupil. They noted that no 
other viable criteria for measuring cocpliance with the constitution is --
currently available. . 
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~ith some huwility I sub~it that the Supre:e Court clearly recog~:=ed the 
c:fficulties involved in defining "thorough and efficient" and "equal educ3tional 
opportunity." Although the Supreme Court left to others the def~nition of 
thorough and efficient education I believe their affir-~tion state~~t clears 
avay any ?Otential interpretation of the trial court opinion as icplyi~g that 
the thorough and efficient stat~ent in combination with the provision fer equal 
protection under the law necessarily est3blishes an upper li~it upon public 
educational institutional efforts r3ther than a rea~ly adequate justifiable 
no~. I submit that any implied restriction upon the upper limits of education 
is constitutionally and legally suspect and is operationally and functionally 
icpossible to enforce or maintain. 

Concluding this general review I am convinced that the questions addressed 
by the Joint Education Committee for response by consultants are the c~cial 
ones to be addressed. Each question must be resolved with extreme thoroughness 
and care. It is clearly of vital importance to study interrelationships a~ong 
the various questions addressed, for this will-sharpen their meaning and increase 
the possibility of legislative actualization. I e~hasize also that the 
i~lem~ntation of any nev educational legislation must address itself to reasonable 
conditions and reality li~its in each of the follo~og dcoains; educat!o~al 
process, political acceptance, legal consistency, and economic feasibility! 
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ouestion 2 

Resoonse 

a. wnat did the term "thorough and efficient" mean .,hen 
it .,as first introduced into the State Constitution 
in 1875? 

Have changi~~ conditious changed the meaning of the 
term? 

To .,hat extent has the Supreme Court broadened, li=dted 
or otherwise changed the meaning of the term by its 
opinion in Robinson v. cahill? 

!n considering this question ~ithin the total context of the other 
questions on "thorough and efficient," particularly questions eight and nine, 
there see:ns to be a recognition by the legislative committee that "thorough· 
and efficient education" might not have been the same in 1875 as it is today. 
I strongly concur with the proposition that education of any definable quantity 
or quality is not the same no~ as then. 

Even a superficial perusal of the history of education in th~-U~ited States 
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and New Jersey reveals the societal context in ~nich tbe term must be interpreted;·----
E=e~giog .,ithin a state identified historically with private education, Ne~ Jersey 
education passed through states of peroissive legislation for free public schools, 
,atterns of minimum mandates of curriculum (by 1875), a general evolutionary 
Jevelopment of curriculum offerings, c~ulsory age mandates, and progressive 
efforts toward support equalization and equal taxing assessments. 

"Thorough and efficient" education during the decade of the 1870's and before 
meant the didactic drilling of children in the basic skills of reading, composition, 
aritr~etic, and SP.elling, with perhaps sace attention to practical and physical arts ... 
and activities. The conceptual content of that period included primarily instruction 
presented for rote assimilation. Conce?tS of social values and scientific facts 
?rese~ted at that ti~e are today particularly noted for tr.eir ~nadic cultural 
rer!pective and generally icplied f~ity and ass~ed irrefutability. 

Historically recorded percepticcs of curriculu~ during t~e last half of the 
last century generally describe either a traditionally classic body of acade~ic and 
c~ltural fixed content, a body of social and ~oral value exhortations and slogans 
•~t~ a strong religious flavor, or a licited a~unt of nonsystematic practic3l, 
voc3tional, cultural and physical activities. Such public education ~as clearly 
intended to transcit a minimum amount of an hacogenous culture and a capacity to 
deal with the culture. Minimal literacy skill was the predominant educational goal. 
The evolving understanding of educational goals held by a broad sprectrum of ~~erican 
society today -- the goals and values of educational opportunity for all, education 
for critical thinking, inquiry, and self-enrichment, and education as a means of 
sustaining American democracy through social mobility --were neither publicly 
recognizE~ uor ~idely discussed When the Ne~ Jersey Constitution ~as ~itten. 
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.Q;:lestion 2 

b. Have changing conditions changed the meaning 
of the ten:: ("thorough and efficient education")? 

" l,eSPOnSe 

• 

... 

The establish~ent of comprehensive curriculum goals for Acerican public 
ecucatioo took place pricarily following the writing of the New Jersey 
Constitution. !he Co~ittee of Ten in 1893 introduced into the secondary 
schools the advocacy of scientific, modern language, and practical educational 
tracks in addition to classical programs. The Committee of Fifteen in 1895 = 
advocated the principle of correlation of elementary school subjects. The 
co~ittee on Economy of Time in Education in 1911 made an objective study of 
the value of academic subjects, their placement, social utility, etc. 

Perhaps the best known national curricular perspectives advanced in America 
~ere the Seven Cardinal Principles advocated by the Co~ittee on Reorganization· 
of the Secondary Schools in 1918 and the Ten Imperative Needs for Youth advanced 
by the Educational Policies Commission in 1938. These t~~ taxonomies describing 
a comprehensive educational curriculum for all children and youth as presented 
by the Committee on Reorganization and the Educational Policies Cammission are 
substantially complete and adequate as a structure for curriculum.~~!tsn today. 

In addition to the content of education as presented in curriculum designs 
and implemented in instructional processes there are a number of additional 
changes -~ich have occurred in education that are of equal importance in 
addressing the matter at hand (change in the meaning of "thorough and efficient 
education"). Re'Oresentative theories of learning and their iti:?lications for 
forcal education have changed fully as much-as the knowledge within the several 
acade~ic disciplines. Theistic mental discipline theories have changed to 
apperceptive learning and/or behavioral conditioning with or ~tbout reinforcecent. 
Faculty psychologies and classicism have been generally re?laced by structuralism 
and behavioral mo~fication. Perception of the learner as bad-active has 
generally changed to perception of the learner as neutral-active or neutral-passive. 

Learning transfe~ is no longer regarded as auto-~t!c or based on a~ exercise 
of cental faculties through drill. Learning transfer is based tocay in ~~ecries 
and concepts of growing appe~ceptive masses, general progression from Si=?le to 
co~lex, recognition of acquisition of facts as a very pricitive step in the 
developcent of advanced learning and inquiry capabilities. 

Advances in curriculum design and the related underst3nding of educational 
and social psychology have significantly changed teaching strategies and :ethocs. 
Xental exerci~e and repetitive drill are two among many instructional processes in 
use today. Today teachers employ a variety of experiences which guide learners 
through a complex range of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor activities. They • 
design lessons to transmit and/or acquire concepts, understandings, translations, 
interpret:tions, applications. analyzing and synthesizing abilities. They seek to 
guide dev~lopmental progress in exercising judgment and in establishing commitments 
to~ard increasingly adequate and useful value sets and systems. 

-· 
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In su~ation of the above re=arks on changing conditions of education since 
1875 I ~ant to reinforce the dy~acics of change that have anc are taking place. 
F.o~ever, I do not intentionally ~ant to overcomplicate the task confronting the 
legislative cc~ittee. Their task may be to investigate and confi~ the 
existence of a fully adequate state-~ide comprehensive curric~l~ plan and the 
establishment of educational structures and processes for assuring that all 
children have access to ~~e be~efits of this service. 

There seems little doubt of a long overdue need for legislative leadership 
to~ard updating public education today in New Jersey, recognizing fully the 
Constitutional and equal protection mandates. The results of your efforts =ust 
be sought with a full a~areness of rational and pra~atic limits, however. 
Neither legal nor legislative statutes nor institutional processes ~ill achieve a 
millennium containing the ultimate resolution of optimum ends and means. 7-;is 
condition is true of humanly mediated processes in any cocplex social institution, 
including the public schools and public legislatures. 

A periodic stock taking or review of such an important matter as public 
education seems a justifiable legislative goal, with or without legal ~andate • 
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ouestion 2 

Res?onse 

c To w~at extent has the Supre~e Court broadened, 
limited, or otherwise changed the meaning of the 
te~ bv its ouin!on in Robinson v. Ca~ill~ 

It coes not ap?ear to me that the trial court and Su?reme Court essentially 
• either broadened or li~ited the meaning of the terms under discussion here. 

~,ey have extended through legal opinion certain crucial meanings and conditions 
of t~orough and efficient education, however. Definitional or descriptive 
extension usually changes meanings by setting clearer limits rather than 
necessarily broadening or limiting. The decisions involved here clearly extend 
meani~~s beyond the undefined constitutional terms of thorough and efficient 
education by defining these terms. They also extend meanings by establishing 
the necessary condition of equal protection of both receivers of free public 
educational services and taxpayers (or classes thereof) under the law. The Supreme 
Court affir-.....ation also states that "education ·in the contemporary setting:-should ·
equip a c~ild for his role as a citizen and as a competitor in the labor market." 
This see=s to affirm ~judicial ruling certain educational standards that are 
rather com=only established in legislative educational statutes. These latter 
conditions do not appear to add to existing curriculum goals and I doubt that i~· 
their intent. Nor do I believe the Supreme Court presented these conditions to 

_ . functioo. as- limits upon public educational activities-- for they ciear-ly'state-'·that--=-:-.-
the meaning of the ter=s "equal educational opportunity" have not yet been supplied. 
They also state that "no other viable criteria (except dollar input) for measuring 
co~liance with the constitution" is presently available. 

I repeat at this time an earlier statement that I believe the Supreme Court 
-· .affir-...ation has-established several'"clear conditions for structuring "future . .-. 

public tax-supported education in New Jersey that ~st be addressed by the 
legislature. I re-e:phasize my earlier statement that we must develop a new 
definition and description of "thorough and efficient education" dispensed accord
ing to criteria o~ equal protection (also to be defined and described). In 
addition there see:s to be a court mandate to implement these definitions in 
practice· and to continually assess and evaluate both the prescribed·goals ·and· 
means en t~e basis of a syste~ of reasonably rational and objective procedures. 
I ~c~lc ~ess that, given present societal conditions, all of the definitions of 
means and ends will be further probed in both the near and distant future through 
the exercise of a continuing public interest by organized political and legal 
advocates with diverse and opposing interests and opinions. I personally prefer 
that the executive and legislative in government rather than the .1ticficiaT -se-r:ve-·as 
the prioary agents of orderly progress and change in education and most other 
governmental ser~ices, for they are probably better organized to sense present and 

• emerging social needs and interests of all of the people, and the most pressing 
goals confronting the state government. They are also more fully aware of the 
resources available and the problems associated with establishing priorities for 
allocating these resources • ... 
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_gsponse 

e. The Suprece Court also said " ........ e do not doubt 
that an equal ecucational opportunity for children 
was precisely in mind (of the writers of the 
Constitution)." 

w'bat is meant by "an equal educational opportunity 11? 

8 

c:!tical in the thorough and efficient educational issue under deliberation 
!:!e Joint Co!Cllittee is the matter of an "equal educational opportunity." A 

by t~~e ceaning of each word is needed here. The meaning of the word phrase is 
?rec ...... 
also needed. The problem of implementing the Court's mandate is pretty much 
~ operationalization of this statement within the context of the other require-

tae ' i i ~ents included in the Court s op n on. 
tl II 

Lexical definitions of the terc equal offer these svnonvcs: 

1. of the same quality, size, number, 
degree, intensity 

2. having the same rights 

A related term "equivalent" is defined as: 

1. equal in quantity, value, force, meaning. 

'The term "identical" is defined as meaning: 

1. the very sa~ 

2. exactly alike or equal. 

""-----

'' II . ! submit that the term equal here means equivalent and not identical. Tne 
latte~ application of :eaning is educationally and pragcat!cally unacceptable 
and operationally un~~rkable. 

A ~-orking de! initio:: of the tel"':l"ecucation'hlght be: 

education is the guidance of learning activities in 
the (reasonably) successful acco~lishment of all of 
the educational means and end goals established 
within a prescribed curriculum, its structural design 
and imple~entation. 

Among the curriculum goals to be included in any proposed curriculum for 
Nev Jersey children is an essential set of goals related to one explicated by 
·he Nev Jersey Supreme Court - equipping the child for his role as a citizen 



~r.d as a co=?etitor in the labor market. Social a~d vocational coO?ete~cy have 
~g been accep~ed goals in A=e~ican Education. Obviously, some reasonable degree 
social-ecc~~=ic equivalence of lear~ing opportunity is called for in Ne~ Jersey. 

9 

The ter:::l "opportunity" is of great i:=portance in the phrase under discussion • 
... Lexical defini~ions of "opportunity" i~clude: 

' 

1. a c~bination of circu-_stances favorable for 
t!-;e purpose 

2. a fit ti=e, good chance or occasion 

_ This ter:::l i=plies favorable rather than barely minimal circumstances. It also 
iO?lies that conditions of probability rather than guaranteed assurance prevail. 
It notes also that there is the W3tter of appropriateness of time (age, situational 
conditions). 

The term "opportunity" seems to mean in the above phrase the clear assurance 
of provision for reasonably favorable learning circumstance and guiding instruction
for all children and_youth of a predeteroined class w+.o avail theoselves of this 
service, with a contingent effort to evaluate the probabilities that such circum
stances in fact prevail. An additional condition is, of course, a curriculum 
structure and process providi~ for all of the input resources necessary to a~sure 
its reasonable implementation. . ____ _ 

The history of education in ~erica and in New Jersey generally indicates that 
riculum content involving the guidance of learning in the acquisition of relatively 

~~11 defined concepts, facts and skills is the predominant process in past and present 
public education. Rather ready concensus can be achieved in Ne~ Jersey in this 
educational area. Such a structure pretty well ~~ists today, although by no means 
should it be asstm.ed that this structure· is not dynamic and changing and' that -it .:c: ·"' 

functions fully and equitably throughout the public schools of the state. 

Governce~t service, including ed~cation can also readily achieve definitive 
social benefits i~ physical health care, nutrition, prevention of illness and 
the developnent and maintenance of psycho=ctor skills and normative conditions. 

In the =atter of genetic and e~1irou=ental differences i~osing rather 
irreve~sible conditions of ne~tal and physical health and educational and vocational 
perfor7~nce potential U?Cn individual ht;-£n beings, education can support, enhance, 
and aceliorate only to a li~ited degree. ~e degree is i=?ortant. Yet, irreversible 
differences =ay remain. 7he resolution of this continuing educational effort lies, 
of course, in establishing a ceans for differentiation of educational offerings 
among classes of individuals and particular individuals, meeting in all cases 
~redete~ned criteria wnich include conditions of humaneness, social concern, 
substantial but reasonable effort, equal protection and equivalent opportunity under 
the law. It is of prime importance that individuals or classes of individuals as 
defined by differences of race, color, sex, ethnic identity, language, subclasses of 
~unctional ability, or by political, social, religious and economic value differences 
are not discriminated against intentionally or persistently. 



The history of public educ3tion indicates also that public schools have not 
been reoarkablv successful in the affective education domain. This docain includes 
the guidance of learning in developing the motivational characteristics of a~are
ness, guided productive attention, achieving willingness and satisfaction in response, 
acquiring attitudes and values, Cac?rehensive and productive set3 of attitudes and 

• values, and positive and persisting patterns of character and social judg=ent. 

" 

• 

I want to present here a firm opinion that much of the failure of the public 
sc~ools in the minds of ~~ny classes of critics resides in the area of affect!7e 
education. However, by no means is this the primary fault of educators, although 
educator3 are not beyond some criticism. Thorough and efficient affective educ~tion 
is the most complex task that New Jersey public schools could undertake. 

American educational history clearly indicates a progression of motivational 
and value education from narrow and homogenous religious and •~rk ethic dominance to 
a socially imposed pattern of defensive secular, scientific, and pragmatic process. 
This secular progression has been more political and irrational than goal-oriented, 
systematic, and efficient. 

The present public educational milieu is characterized by e~erging concerns 
for a new sense of comrr.unity in our ~tivational and value pursuits. Emerging 
affective educational goals will essentially recognize certain continuing noroattve 
characteristics of American society and certain emerging value sets cbaracteri:ed 
by greater social variation, multicultural interest,-- and increase-cf-ccncern for -·- --
equivalent opportunity and social protection under the law. Educated persons in 
all areas of social endeavor address these matters daily in their lives. Atte=pted 
synthesis of emerging affective goals into public school and college curricula is 
of course frequently misunderstood and therefore resisted by narrow secularists and 
dogmatists of all dispositions. 

-,. In general we can and undoubtedly should e~ect that the i~ortant social 
institutions of govern=ent, religion, political and social advocacy, and the h~e 
will and should~share in the deterQ!nation of value education and affective education 
in the public schools. Tney should also be held accountable for the educational 
results, however, to the degree that they dooinate the caking of decisions 
regarding detercining the workability of educational ~eans and ends. I submit t~at 
it is this extensive affective educational do:ai~, ~hich incidentally overlies all 
cognitive and psycho~tor education, that justifies the •idest representation c! 
citizens in the detercination of educ3ticnal c~rriccla a~d goals. ?eriodic re7iew 
of educational philosophy and supporting sociological and psychological oeans a~~ 
ends ~st essentially be built into any public education syste: if it is to maintain 
a satisfactory degree of thoroughness and efficiency. 

' I' 
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In a sum=ation of my response to the question of equal educational opportunity 
I reiter~te that t~e Joi~t Education Co~ittee should be able to resolve questions of 
cognitive and psych~otor education with relative ease. These questions will 
rezpond rather readily to rational hucan processes. Matters of genetic and environ
~ent~l licitations and physic3l and e~otional illnesses are relatively irreversible 
and require other professions th3n education for their fullest resolution. The 
most c~-?lex set of problems facing public education today lies in the area of 
hu-~n values and motivation. This problem resolution requires widespread cooper3tion 
among all social institutions in addition to the public schools. An irreversible 
and unchanging resolution of affective educational goals into a nice neat account
ability package will come with the. millen.niu:::. The best -we can do at any period in 
ti=e and space is to define through co~~nity participation an acceptable (prag-~tic 
yet c~oprehecsive) set of motivational and value goals to be taught. I believe you 
will agree with me that any ~ndated goals you may establish here should be generally 
acceptable and relatively finite rather than totally idealistic and exhaustive. A 
responsible legislature cannot entirely bypass this issue, however. There is much 
in school code related to curriculum content, student behavioral standards, freedom 
of infor=ation, etc. that reflects affective education in process. 



o-uestion 8 

?.es-;,onse -----

Does the ~ord "thorough" apply to the extensiveness 
of the sc~ool e~erience msde available or to the 
intensity of effort in particular areas of study? 

The choice of the w-ord "thorough" in respect to educ.:1tion for use in the 
• Ne~ Jersey Constitution reflects historic.:1l educational change more than perhaps 

any other term under discussion. The current lexical definition of "thorough" 
means: 

2. proceeding through to the end, 
complete, finished 

4. very exact, accurate, painstaking 

I believe the term meant approximately the same a hundred years ago. 

This definition definitely implies intensity of effort. Within the context 
of educational goals of the eighteen seventies and the primative state of 
educational psychology and learning theory prevailing at that time, the term 
applied to a very limited set of cognitive· goals and :functional sl<iflS;. It also-.----
reflected outdated perceptions of hu~n nature and educational psychology. EducatioL 
4 t that time did not effectively deal with the nature of self-initiated activity in 

arning, patterns of learning development and perception, current theories of 
-~stained motivation, methods of achieving retention and learning transfer • 

. :----~ -Today-I doubt that many informed educators would see much ·value in defining··-· 
"thorough" in the sense of intensity of effort. Altr.ast all acade::lic disciplines 
affecting education are teaching empirically tested theories that are sharply 
divergent from this position. 

~ 

The very essense of education today reflects the continued presentation of 
the concepts and theories of almost all traditional disc!?lines and ma~y acd!t!.or.al 
ones. ~~cercus basic modes of inquiry are taught. Scientific and syste-~t!c 
inquiry has replaced more primitive methods of historical incuct!.cn an::! non
e:pirical logic (circular reasoning). We realize tocay t~at there is a g=e3t 
difference be~Jeen teaching the meaning of a term, for exa=ple, cocpera:!.cn, 
generating only an immediate or easily forgotten rote res?onse, and teaching 
a co~itment to voluntarily living the term in appropriate future situat!cns. 
Nor are ~social sciences and social value terms cuch different from other 
disciplines in their degree of change. They are cited as obvious ex&m?les of 
the extent of change in educational goals and ?rocesses since 18i5. 

· Re~::!~rs of educational literature see frequent comments and data respecting the 
rate of knowledge increase, change and obsolescence. Vocational literature abounds 

• with inf,)rmation concerning the increasing complex! ty of the "WOrld of "WOrk and 
related ~=.,fessional disciplinary training. Hore than tr..1enty years ago leading 
·"'trriculum experts, (for exacple Hilda Taba, perhaps the best known) realized 

at efforts to "cover" fixed bodies of knowledge and information in public 



schools ~as a futile and non-productive pattern fer organizing curriculu~ and 
, ·ruction. Careful selection of the most persisting and i~ortant basic 
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.epts and the cost representative of learning experiences replaced in better 
schools traditional coverage of textbooks and unsyste~tic instructional 
activities. Quality of education as ~ell as quantity became a concern of better 
~cucatio~al leaders. 

I must admit here that although this has been the generally accepted curriculum 
structure for ~•enty or thirty years the persistence of many factors sustaining the 
~=?lo~ent of too many marginally competent and marginally educated teachers has 
resulted in the continuation of ineffective and out~oced educaticnal practices 
even today. Thus ~e have obvious differences in educational quality and effective
ness. 

Educational product and process goals are affected by specific curriculum 
structures, by school district program emphasis, by ad~inistrator interests, by 
teacher interests and emphasis, by supporting instructional materials, by the entire 
range of environrr.ental factors affecting the learner at any one point in his fo~al 
learning career. By no means can one overlook the attitudes and experiences that 
are continually exposed and imposed upon the child by his family, his peers and 
other social institutions and situations ~ith ~hich he has frequent and persisting 
contact. All this is the total "life school" of the child. It •ill al·..-ays '!:te tnus. 

Let us, t...""lerefore, think about educational accoutitability, thorough and . --- --· 
efficient education, and equal educational opportunity in a reasonable and pragmatic 
r 1er. We ~st seek neither easy solutions to co~lex problems nor solutions 

~ over-complicate by establishing ill-defined, confused and i=?ossible 
ewwcational goals and means. 

In su=ary, I ad•.rance here an opinion that "thorough" educaJ;icn today ~st 
be highly selective of goals and processes within a co~rehensive a~d inc~easin~lv 
accu~lative cur~iculum and learning structure. The e=?hasis of this decade and 
the next is said >o be in the direction of interdisciplinary and generali=able 
skill develop=ent: Specialization is and ~11 continue to be necessary in cocplex 
modern lea~ning, but so ~ill be the ability to see nev relationshirs and to generalize. 
Inquiry ex?e~:e~ces ~ill continue to replace redundant and nonproductive d~ill in 
cany learning situations. Adequate education today~ be ex~e~s!ve. It ca~not 
be functicnal~y i~tensive ;.;ithout being comprehensive and trans:e~able . 

• 
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~stion 9 

Res'Oonse 

Does the 'lo10rd "efficient" apply to all 
activities of all public schools in the 
state, or might its application be limited 
to only the St3te-funded portion of a 
public school activity? 

wnat are the advantages and disacvantages 
of each approach? 

Le.."<ical definition of the word "efficient" defines it as: 

1. ability to produce the desired effect 
with a minimum of effort, expense or waste 

2. the ratio of effective work to the energy 
expended in producing it 

I submit that "efficient education must recognize t·JO distince operational. 
conditions -

1. 

2. 

the achieving of clearly predefined and 
obtainable' goals and 

achieving these finite goals in such a 
way that the learner will be disposed to 
appropriately recall and apply his new 
learning, and will further seek to 
advance beyond this level of relatively 
simple and finite accomplishments. 

within the above definitional context and recognizing its relationship to 
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r:::y pr!.or definition of "thorough" as extensive rather than intensive, I further 
sub~it that providing children and youth ~th equivalent educatioeal cpport~=ities 
:or thoro~gh and efficient education require in essence the establis~e~t of a 
cc=?rehensive set of generic educational goals. Tnese goals ~~st develc~=e=tally 
acc~~late through either a predete~ined period of time or to a :easured degree 
of proficiency (or some combination thereof). We should not ignore the fact that 
pr~g--atic time dimensions in fact have functioned cuch more co=:only than perfor.=ar.ce 
dimensions as measures for dispensing and evaluating educ3tional services. 

In substance I am supporting a position ~~erein a comprehensive learning 
~ opportunity must be offered any child in any school in the state. This curriculum 

can su: should be generically definitive and finite, however. It cannot offer 

.. 
all things to all people. It can and must establish a set of educational priorities 
and l~~v~ undefined and excluded other individual and social interests. This is the 
evolving task of advancing curriculum design aa evidenced in American educational h1'tc 

It seems that within a comprehensive curriculum structure there must be room 
LOr considerable differentiation. Differentiation must and will be exercised by 
loc3l school boards, local administrators and teachers, individual children and 

parents. Attempts to co~letely close public school operation to differentiation are 



~ni~ic~l to Anerican educational precedents - they are operationally stupid 
1d functionally impossible. 

As I h~ve ~itten in other sections above I believe that any ~3ndat~d 
ir.stitutional service is funda~entally mini~l or normative - this ~ay be 
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~ interpreted to mean definitively adequate. l! cannot ~ exhaustive. I sub~it 
that the educational issue at hand must be resolved by mandated provision for 
a definitive educational curriculum and provision for necessary supporting 
resources and processed, all of which will be subjected to a substantial e·.-aluati·.re 
effort. I am yet to be convinced that local initiative over or beyond a functional 
curriculum base can or should be prohibited. 

It, the~efore, appears to me that the issue of whose fund3 support the prog~~ 
is not the fundan::ental legal or legislative question to be addressed here. AJJ I 
interpret the meaning of the court opinions the state may carry out its obligations 
by either state or local funding. The court mandates for thorough and efficient 
education and equal protection must be met, but both courts clearly hesitated to 
mandate the procedural details to be employed. 

The judicial position seems to be that educational opportunities ~ be 
justifiably adeouate for all before disc~etionary local tax initiative can be 
tolerated. If discretionary enrichment beyond the nor.:~ is prohibited such reso-.::-ce 
support and educational activity will in all probability move outs..id&-the public ____ _ 
schools into other branches of government or to other social institutions -
husiness, philanthropic, voluntary, etc. 

For those ~~o ~ish to establish miniwum performance standards as the single 
basis of "efficient" education I suggest they think twice. Equivalent educational 
opportunity might well mean free public college and graduate school for some 
students as personally and socially justified equivalents to completion of grade 
eight for ot~ers (and institutional care for still others). The utility of definir.g 
classes of citizens to be educated by the t:-aditional means of age and/or ti=e 
li=its is not al~ bad. F.owever, we should realize that time and age limits ~+.ich 
are at best arbitrary and utilitarian devices should be employed so as to achieve 
C?t~~ results for all parties concerned (both individuals and society). So~e 

degree of fle~ibility in a?plying age and ti=e licits for free public educaticn 
?ro~ably should be e~ccuraged, perhaps even =acdated. For exa~le, early ectra~c~ 
i~:o ~ursery sc~col fo~ deaf or mentally ha~cicapped children is generally believec 

'to be highly cecessa~y and desirable. 

_You have asked that_I_respond to_a_~uestioo concerning the advantages of 
<l??lying an "efficiency" requirement to all ?Ublic school activities or just to 
state funded activities. I am replying herein that in both an educational ·and an 
O?erational sense standards of efficiency should apply to all tax funded institution~ . 

• operations • 

.. 



-~e issue here might better be stated: 

"should curriculuc goals and derivative efficiency 
measures (educational per!or-~nce evaluation, perhaps) 
be ap?lied to just the state defined curriculum, or to 
othe~ activities and experiences justified on a 
disc~etionary basis"? 

}!y answer here is that I believe it would be bett'er to linit initial 
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·cent~alized evaluative efforts, concentrating on evaluating a newly defined thorough 
and efficient educational base only. That is enough of a challenge. In fact, I 
urge this co~ittee to recognize that educational evaluation and research can·be 
extre~ely expensive and time-consuming. It may easily consUl':le core resources than 
it will return in a cost-benefit sense. 

Although, as I have previously stated, I do not believe we can productively 
differentiate between state and locally funded programs in respect to educational 

---efficiency -w-ithin the legal mandate under revie~•, my reasoning t.;ould be-the same
if such were legally and operationally possible. If such were the case, I would 
apply the initial legislative, statutory and educational efforts to the most 
limited set of programs under review - in this case the state funded program. This 
position is justified ai~st Wholly on a concern for feasibility reasons and~in ~u 
effort. ~-to avoid unproductive bureaucratization. 

A·::. •. ;..::-.:-_ in continuously limiting educational evaluation to a particular 
tic~ of ; total program is this. People tend to direct their efforts 

. resour~c·:·only to operations that are socially evaluated {judged worthy of 
e\.•alua! l'=':'!). ·Thus continuously limited appl !cation of systetr.atic educational 
e·:aluation _;thin the thorough and efficient concept will tend to restrict, stabilize 
·a~d retr~neh educational priorities-and opportunities. Do not doubt this fact.-It 
is for L~,l~ reason that I repeat my plea for a broad and comprehensive generic 
curricuh;:: design as the basis for any sustaining "thorough and efficient" program 
defini~icn. Eve; in a relatively narrow economic and vocational sense establishing 
a l:U:lited (intensive) ~Zeaning for "thorough and efficient education" will prove to 
be a ?Olitical and economic tragedy. Such a position is advocated only by the 
shcrt-sig~ted and uninfor:::ed. It ls·-a s·ort of economic and political "book-buroe:-s" 
attituce ~nd ~~11 tend to affect society in the same regressive ~~y. 

!~ s~ary, I repeat the last sentence I employed in my general introducto:-y 
statenent. ! e=?hasize that the implementation of any ne~ educational legislation 
cust address itself to reasonable conditions and reality limits in each of the 
follo·~ng d~ins: educational process, political acceptance, legal consistency, 
and econccic feasibility. 
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JOINT EDUCATION C0!-21I'ITEE 

Stai'f Note lll7 

Re: Effross, 11T:r..oro"..le:h and Efficient" - Its 1-'.ean:ing in 1872 - Question 2 

In this paper the author quotes extensively f':rom conte.'llpOrary sources 
to make the following points: 

1. The term "thorough and efficient" was used in other states long before 
New Jersey adopted it in 1875. 

2. The original. language recommended was limited to elementary education, 
but at the insistence of' North Jersey State Senators it was broadened 
to permit the development of' public high schools. 

3. 11'l'horough and efficient" was a well-recognized term in educational 
circles nationalJ.y before it was a<bpted in New Jersey. 

4. The context in 'Which "thorough and efficient" was regarded in New 
Jersey in 1875 was :in connection with greater- State controi·oz
educational administration • 

.... _ 
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"Thorough and ei.'i.'icient", terminology previously used for constitutional 

and educational purposes elsewher_e, was not even the phrasing suggested 
. - . 

by the N~w Jersey Constitutional ~~sian oi' 187.3 •. But the --context in 

wbich- the ~rds were used can -provide clues to their mean:ing in -1875, 
- . 

when they were inserted into the State Constitution as a. description . 
. . - ·. -;.~,- ... ~ 

oi.' the system. oi' :free schools that. was to be Fa.nteed (see A~d:i.~es 
.. ·. 

I and II). Apparently', the prevailing belief' -was tha.t by illsuring 
-.. ·· .. ' ... ; , __ ., .. ·. 

centralized authority for the State (over and above local superVision 

oi.' education), .all pupils couJ.d benefit :from the resulting compulsory 
- . . 

regula.tions and uniform standards set by the State. 

1. The tel!n "thorough and efi.'icient" a.s applied in a State Consti t,.tion-

to a State system oi.' education pre-dates New Jerse~rr s 1875 amendment by 

a.JJmst a quarter-century. Ohio 1 s second Constitution (1851), Article VI, 

Sec • 2 reads: 

The General. Assembly shall make such provisions, by 
taxation or otherwise, as, with the inco.me arising 
£rom the school trust tend,· 'WiJJ. .secure a thorough 
and efficient syst~ oi' comi~Dn schools _throughout . _ 

~- the state, but no religious or other sect or sects 
shall ever ha:ve arry exclusive right tO, or control 
of, a:rJ.Y part oi.' the school i.'unds ·of tltl.s state. 

2. The cJ.a.use, ''proVide i.'or the maintenance and support oi.' a thorough 

and efficient system oi.' i'ree public schools i.'or the instruction oi.' aJ.l 

the children in this State between the ages oi' five and eighteen yea.rs, n 

was E2i the -wording proposed by the Constitutional Commission in 18 73. 

The revised text was o.Uered in an amendment by Senator John W. Taylor 
2 

(R.-Essex) ~-! agreed to by a 15-l vote. No discussion of the vote 
3 

appeared in lead:Ul.g contemporary newspapers • 
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In the paragraph that the Commission had presented !or the Legisla-ture' a 

conside:oation, secondary school education was speci!ical.J..y' excluded from 

State supervision: 

A. general di!.fusion of knowledge and 
intelligence being essential to the preservation 
o! the rights and liberties o! the people, the 
legislature shall establish and maintain po.blic 
schools for the gratuitous instruction of aJ.J. -
persons in this state, between the ages of five 
and eighteen years. The term "tree schoolsn · 
used in this constitution, shall be construed · · 
to mean schools that aim to give alJ. a rudim•mtar:r 
edncation, and not to include schools designed 
to fit or prepare pupi:Ls to enter college, or 
schools controlled by or under the inf'luence of 
any creedfs. r~us society or ~mination-
'Wba. tever. . . . 

. . ... 
Senators from northern New Jersey; iJl support of the high schools, 

persuaded thell- colleagues to delete the restrict~n, and by' a ~12-4 vote 

the upper chamber agreed to the follow.ing text before Taylor 1 s a.I::lellC:::lent. 

The Legislature shall provide by general. laws 
the means to establish and ma:intain public 
schools for .the gratuitous instruction of all 

:~so~:n~e!~~~~ 7~~ ~-~e-~ -~~_five 
. --· .. ·· ' .. 

,3. Tha:t.- "thorougb.n and nefi'icientn ~d bE!~- -us~d _nationa.J.J.y before 
. .- •,. . - - -. 

1875 to describe both edilcat.ional"metb:>d (state admini~~ative cont..""'l}-:-

cci co:-te::.t (c-::rrlcul.~) :is pJ..a:!.n .f:oom this excerpt !::-om /7rece::~ ,..k 

.A.Col;!r.:s Packa:r§, ~ ~-:- P..lblic School ,ia ~ Uni't.ad ~vates, 

:;.: ' adelphia, J. B. Lippi::.cott and Co., 1866: 

There is a pl.ain meaning to the phrase used 
in one or m:re o! our school law, "thoroughJ.Y 
instructed" Litalics ad~Ja§; and it has no ambigu:ity 
wen used concerning other thillgs. EverybQey 
understands 'What "thoroughl;r instructed" Litalics 
adrle9] means, when applied to a shoemaker, a 
W.eelwright, or an engineer. It is tantam:nmt 
to saying he is a master of bis business. 'Why 
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should we not understand the same phrase in 
the same way wen applied to law to the act o! 
read"ng and writU1g? /j. Y 

••• In such an inquiry as we now propose 
to make, there meets us at the threshold the 
m ~.ncul ty o! estahlish:Ulg acy standard by 
which the profici~ of a child or a school 
in good learning shall be determined. Each o£ 
the several States be~ left to adopt its o~m 
scheme, and to determine \lhat shall be the · -
method and meaS'Ill'e of education, imparted at 
public expense, to all classes of children and 
youth wi th:i.n its bounds, it is quite impossible 
to secure that uniformity of method, or thorough
~ {J.talll:;s ad;js§ of administration, or __ 
strictness of 2".esponsibility 'Which a well-managed 
national bureau might achieve. The whole work is 
fragmentary and 'I.IIJIIlethodical. Each state must 
have a difi'erent stan~~ grade or measure of 
school culture •••• LP· Zf . 

• • • It is admitted that in this sketch w 
content ourselves with a very humble grade of · ----
edu.cation. But ·we make 1lp in thoroughness what 
we sacrifice in extent. We make the liX)St of a ' 
garden-spot, instead of haJ..f c:Utivating tnent,.' 
acres. We insist upon having good readers, spellers 
and writers, though we wait awhile for chemists, 
astronomers and eng:i neers. We w.i.ll go -aJJ. reasonable 
lengths with the advocates of an enlarged system of 
PQ"'ular education, when "tborouz.~ instruction n 
L,italics ad;js§ _is secured in the pla.iu _branches 

... _ assigned to the ~ public school. __ : -~-:- .::----.- . · 
- As a we~ty argument in favor of such "thorouz!l 

inst..-uction!!." Li talics adtJ/3§ in these elementary 
branches, it should be re."!lembered that the utility · 
a.nd e.f'ficiencv §tallcs ad.Degl ot other educational. 
age~""ies depend very mch on the i"aith:f'ullless o! 
this ~_;na._-y teaching •••• fj. 2g7 

••• To accor.:tplish the legi tima.te purpose of a 
daily public school then, as we regard-it, three 
th~~gs are obviously important. 

l. A rie:ht oonular aooreciation of the w:Jrk •••• 
2. Suppos-=...ng the people to be in s;ympathY'Wi th 

the school, we want £1. enlightened liberal legislation, 
providing certain and sufficient means for the erection 
of sui. table- S""w-uctures, appropriate in their form, size, 
si tua.tion and appurtenances to the uses :fbr 'Which they 
are designed; and the means for the ade~te comoensation 
of well qualified teachers •••• fjp. 21-2£'7. -
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3. ~..ere should be such a system of cor.t:-o::!. 
and su"De~ ;::.~c.en.c e by co:r:!:)etent men as sh.a..l: .not 
only insure "thorough [f.ta1 ~ cs ad~§, systelatic 
and uni!or:c i:l.struction iil the requi:ed branches, 
btrt shall also enforce regu.la.::-ity of attendance 
dur:: ng the required school te::-:n. • • • fj. 2iJ 

4. In the ci~":late of the times, t..'le desc~?tion "thorough and 

ef.!':..cient 11 appears to have been used mre in connection with a proposed 

g:-eater State control of educational. admin:i.stration. 

The demand for compulsory school attenda-nce in New Jersey, a.s 

noted in 18 71 by Ell.is Apgar, State Superintendent of P.J.blic Instruction 

was a prime example : 

It must be apparent to all -w-ho have given any 
attention to the systems of p:>pula.r prilnary education 
adopted by di.fierent states and countries that free 
instruction provided, and enforced by the same power 
that provides is the most success.ful in making ----
education UI!iversal and tborouzh Litalics a~§. 
Tb:i.s, then, w bold: that. New Jersey needs, and 
'Will have, in the future - and that not a distant one 

·the p::>wer to compel every chil.d within her borders 
to be in regul.a.r attendance upon some school d!lr"i...ng 
cer-tain portions."of the yea:r, wbil.e within-the 1:imi t 
of a given age. Most States of New England practice 
this system and there is .no pa..-t of thi.s c01mtry that 
can boast so thoroulrll fJ.tillcs added7 an~ general an 

~ eC:O.cation as New Fll.gland. P:'".J.Ssia bas the best 
educated people in the wor!.d, md that because she 
rigid.J.3'..=.enfor.ces this lav of her l.and,-tha~every 
c::::t:!.d ~ go to school. Ue-• Jersey has done well. 6 

~ot "t:D.t:.:::. ::!.871., -..,-b.;."'l the !i:-st of two S"'..lCcessive Legislat-~es w-c=.S 

consi=.e:::--=..:.n.g the passage of the group of cor.~~ t-u.tional. amend:lents were 

children (8 to 13 years old) requl.red cy the State to attend school 

at all (12 w-eeks iil each yea:r, with six of them cac.secutive) £,t to be 

instructed at borne at least 12 weeks in each year. Even then, the $20 

penalty for every neglect was not to be imposed if the parent or guardian 

was "unable, by reason o% extreme poverty to comply with the requirements 
7 

of this act 11 • The measure had been opposed by the New Brunswick Times 

i _., 
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(FebrJ.a..-y 6, 1874) as be~ :"lg based on a 11pha:assica.l fi:.c7 assumptio~ 11 

and condei:l:.led by the N~...;ark fu'!'!rl.n!Z ?..eds'te~ (1-!.s.rch 2.1, 1874) as "wrong 

in pri.:lci:;lle 11 and as a 11f".x•·n'ity11 • In an editor: a' of the Trenton 

1874), the economic reasons for such resistance r.d.S a.cboid.edged: 

Ii' such a ::::leaS'U.:'e should ever become law the 
State r.'i.ll have to see to it that ample accommodation 
is i".lTI!ished in eve..-;r school district for the 
c;..,.q dren. It r.-ill not do to make it compuJ.sory 
to send cb:ild:en to school and fail to provide 
school room and teachers for all "Who may apply. 
The expex:U:lent 'Will not only incur great cost, 
but 1 t 'Will be an exercis~ by the Legislature of 
a p:nrer which partakes largely of a:rbi trary government. 

Such :financ~ al considerations were recognized again the follow.ing year 

(1875), ;,"hen the Legislature provided that the attendance la-w: ~~w 

applied to cbil.d:en 8 to ~ yea:s old) should "not be operative in those 

school districts 'Where the:-e are mt sufficient acco:llliB::ldations to seat 
8 

the child:ten •••• " 
I ---·1 
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APPENDIX I 

T::le follo.._.;_ng .selection of -q"..J.Otations, chronological.ly ar:-anged, 

indicates admiration for the tho~ugh and efficient, centralized type 

of free public sc!-.ool s-.rstem then operating in Holland, Germa.ny, and 

New England. 

' 
,j 
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The defects of our coimlDn schools under the old system came under 
two heads - i..-reg-.lla..:' attendance of the children, and incompetency of 
t.."le teachers. Tb.e first of these is, as we have seen, unt.ouched by the 
new law. For the rectification of the latter 1 the provisions are 
n't::".erous. The No:nnal School was a.l:eady in operation, and its efficie..'lcv 
/J.+-.al.!.cs adde§ is acknowledged. The pcn.-ers and duties of teachers, 
long the S"U.bject of uncertainty and vagueness, are now speci!ically 
defi:led. The exa.Iti.nation of teachers, the prov:i.sions for 'Which occ-J.py 
very considerable space, is not rendered more certain or thorough ~alics 
adde:IJ than the old law required, and may be shoved over with quite as 
much facility as formerly •••• 

A. S. MeYTick, "The New School Law11 , Northern ¥~ntbly ¥.a.~az-ine, I 
(October, 1867), 591. 

These two bodies, then -- the Trustees of the School Fund and the 
Trustees of the Normal School -- together with the Treasurer of the 
Nor.r.al. School, constitute, 5 officio, the State Board of Education. 
To these seventeen men are committed large powers of general supervision 
and administration, beside several m::>st important specif'ic powers. They 
have the appointment of the State Superintendent and of the tl..-eiity~ne 
County Superintendents, and they can at any disMiss these officers for 
cause. This gives a living efficient L.I'talics adde'i' power which is 
felt in every schoolhouse in the State •••• 

/J. S. Harte7 11Comnxm Schools in New Jersey", Li'cn:in.cott's ?-f.a~azi.."le 
I (April, 1868),~5. 

At the rQquest of the Senate, Dr. ¥.cCosh, wi~ P:-esi,.."cnt Ca.."!!p~ell 
of Rutgers and Professor Gilman, of Yale, a.C.c.resses the Legislature and 

. friends of -~ducation from the Assembly Cha.,ber o! the State Ecuse upon 
the subject of a mre thorough Li'talics adesfl el.:~n='!"ltary SJ'.:o~em of 
schools and the establishment. of a higher g:oade o! f::oee sc~ols fo:: t!:.e 
State •••• 

• • • Prussia has a comm:>n school system of a high order. It is 
compulsory; every chil.d is obligated to be educated and the people a:"e 
taxed to pay for it. No one compla.i:led of it, but w-ere f':,i 1 7 satisfied. 
that it was the true system. 

Dr. Z-!cCosh gave an interesting acoou.."'lt of his visit to the hig:!:ler 
schools of Germany, and said that the system of education was thorowzh 
Litalics adde§, quite as high as that given in the freshman and sophomore 
classes nf the colleges of this .country. You find a dozen of these 
schools in these cities. with professors all highly educated. After a 
thorough Li'talics addep] inspection of these schools, he was prepared 
to say that it was the m::>st beautiful feature of the country •••• 

''Dr. M:Cosh on Free High Schools" Beecher's Ma.srazine III (April, 
18 71), 180-181. 

' 
~ 
! 

; 
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J.n inspection inter=ed:..ate bet-.."een that of the State a.n.d Cou..'"lty 
Supe::-i..:lte-"ld.e!:lts see=J.S to be the g:-eat want of ou:- prese-"lt syste.::::.. 'I":1e 
Co:r.md.ssion are of the op;n; ~m, that outside of our l.a=ger cities there 
is no adeC"J.ate ins~ection of the schools. T!:e:-e is needed a far cb se::::
s-.zpe=--v:.s:..::·n of then, a constant watcb.i.n.g of the-ir practical wo:-r:....ng, 
a!ld the i."::led:..ate re;o:-t::..g for correction of whatever is ::aul ty. Eon. 
Ed-..,-axd Dan .... orth, Deputy State Superintendo::.r..t of Public Inst:z-.1et~n of 
New York sa.j"s: "The supe:-iority of public elei:Jenta.-..y instr-J.c~on :U:l 
Eol.land to that of any other European State, according to the n:-a'"'.:....'"'X>us 
testi."'l'Dr...J of he:- own disti.'"lg'J.ished educators, a."ld those of other 
countries, is entirely attributed to a ~.rste."ll of inspection ;..'bic!l, for 

-completeness and tho!':luE:~ess 5"talics adde§ is probably U.."leq11alled in-
any other country on the globe. W. E. Hickson, an English c:-itic, 
remarks: 1 The Dutch-school-masters are decidedly superior to the 
Prussian, and the schools of :grima.ry :instru.ction, consequently, :i!l a 
mre efficient Litalics adds§ state. ·This superiority iw"'e attribute 
entirely to a better system of inspection. In Holland, inspection is 
the basis. upon p,1:J.ich the iw"bole fabric of popular instruction rests. 111 

Report of' the Co:.mtission on Education to the New Jersey Leg!.slature 
/January 30, 187£7', D:>cument No. 25, in Documents 2f ~ Ei2'ht..,. Sixth 
Lecislature !?,! ~State £! ~ Jersey, 1872, p. 4 • 

.After having utilized the existing school law in various pa...-ts by 
cha..'1ges like these, and without doing a:n;y violence to its organic structure, 
the Commission L?n EdncatioE7 then considered these broader questions. 

1. 'What does O'CI' School System lack in order to make it ecr.la.l. to 
the system of a::oy other State or country? - -. - -

2. What do all the systems in the United States mst lack? ••• 
These grave questions were deliberated u;>on w'i.th the ea...""!les+.n=ss 

their importance :merited.· Information was sought for and obtained i':'om 
the :::o st enlrghtened, the mst experienced, the mst success:fuJ. a:ld the 
~st practical educatiocists in this country and elsewhere; a.IUi after 

· ·~ ·, ~ · ~a calm and dispassionate -consi-dera:tion -the followi..:1g results ·n~re a:: lved 

.. 

~· . C.IJ. 

:!. • That in orc.e:- to '!":"ake OU!" School System equ.al. to t::le best 
s;s-~'"'s of other Sta.:-es iw"'e needed an improve."!lent i:l the la.-,. :-e:.ative 
to the Nor.,.a1 School; a ~ovision for the education. of ch;; C::-en. e'="loyed 
~ ::1 :::Ja.mlfactur.; ng or :oec~.:..caJ.. establishments, a provision for the 
ed:..:.::ation of' child:'~ -.ilo a:e -habitual truants, and -.mo, by reascn. of 
the neglect, crime, CL-unkerJless, or other vices of' their parents, o:
f:-oz::J. orphanage, are gro-w"i:lg up in ignorance al'ld vice; a provisio:J. for 
eve.,.,.; ::1g or other schools for the education of' persons over fifteen 
years of' age; a provision f'or the establishment of' high schools; and 
provisions prescribing 'What studies .~ be pursued in schools of' every 
grade. Provisions, -amply-meeting ill tl1ese necessities have been -
engrafted upon the plan submitted by the Educational Commission; and, 
so far as we have been able to learn these all meet with general approval, 
and hence do not require aiJY defence at our hands •••• 

2. That 'What ill the school systems in this country - the system 
of' every other State as well as of' our ow - mst lack is a dispassionate, 
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A...~er passage of the ed"J.~ation_a.r:-.endr..ent, Go7er:l0r Joseph D. Bedle 

expressed these ideas on the fL'"la.Ilcial aspects of a 11thorough and efficient 11 

system of f::ee public schools: 

This amend."'!Je..'lt is fertile _in __ questions which the Legislature will 
be obliged to settle, in order to appropriately legislate. I ~...ll refer 
on.J.y to one more of its provisions. No local or special la.w can be 
passed 11?:-ovidi.n.g for the management and support of free public schools." 
By the a.mend."llent to Paragraph 6 of Section 7, Article 4, 11the Legislature 
shall provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient 
system of free public . schools for the instruction of all the children 
in this State bet-w-een the ages of five and eighteen years. 11 This is a 
liD st important constitutional guaranty of free schools, but how is it, 
in connection with the clause in paragraph eleven, to be carried out? 
The question is not free from di!ficul ty, but rrr;; om. judgment is, that 
the wrds "thorough and efficient system" do not necessarily .r~~e free 
schools to be maintained-exclusively through the State Treasury, by 
State tax alone. The duty is upon the Legislature to provide such a 
system, but it may be in wole by State taxation, or :Ul part by that 
means, and the rest by local taxation, and, so fa:r as by the latter, 
the same must be authorized only by general la.·ws. There Z!Illst necessarily 
be local taxation for the erection and repa~~ of school houses, and 

__ ···-· there is such a difference in_-the cost of supporting the schools 
throughout the State, depending upori the ta~IJ9s, habits and demands of 
the various localities, th!a.t no equal distri:,Ution of a State .fund 
wuld afford f::oee schools to all. To il.lustrate: A little over one
ba1 -r of the ~heels of the State are now e""" .. l"J.Sively supported and 
kept open out of t.";.ei:' share of the State i'.z:::.ds, -w+dJ e the rema:Ulder 

~ .. ~. _ a=e _s-.tS+.a.:-ed by additional ::x:neys raised by the local authorities. - · ---- ----- - · 
To react. -:.his d-i ·""·"i=-J.J. cy, +.~ .. o~e should be a S7S'te::1 comprehendil::lg locaJ. 
t~~ti:~, as wel: as State, n:.~ necess~ to ss~~e free schools. 
L::cal ta.~t:!.=n, cy gs::.sra.l 1.::-w, is very c= ~.:.:::-a.·::t. f:-o:n local or S?Scia2 
la:.; a·.r':.~ri~-=.g i"":.. T!:.e e:d.s"":.-ing school l.a.« =::...7 not need much alteration 
to ::.aks it confo~..able to the a.'llencbe.."lts. ':".::; 7a....-i.ou.s local school 

_ _ _ _ acts r..ow i."l .force ought -not -to ··be :hastily C.:.sti:I'bed before a thorough 
syste..-:1 is C.SV:.sed, e:J.ti:'ely practical in its operations, in the dif.!'erent 
loc-1.: ties. T"nese observations are subject to ...mat hereinafter follows 
in reference to the a..-ne."lci'Je!':t on taxation, and as the sa."lle may be 
thereby qualified. 

·--First Annual Y.:essage, Joseph D. ·Bedl.e to the Legislature, Ihcument -
No. 1, Ihcuments of the One H1.mdred Legislature of the State of New Jersey, 
1876, pp. 9-10. 
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The author discusses a nu.-nber of alternatives as to -wilo should 
defi.'l'le "thorough and efficient 11 _ ~ the Legislature, Governor, State 
Board of Ed.ucatbn and State Commissioner, the cotm.ty superi-ntendents, · 
or the local school districts. He believes that the Governor and 
county superi_ntendents are not appropriate instruments for this : . 

. purpose •. He like.,..dse feels that there are serious drawbacks to 'tbe 
roughly 6oo local school districts assuming responsibility for this 
task, for this -w-ould be Unlikely to promote state-wide equality of 
educational apport unity;·- and it would probably lead to many different 
def:L"'li tions of "thorough and efficient u. Instead, he recommends that 
the Legislature should enact a general statute providing the broad 
outlines of the definition of "thorough and efficient", including a 
statement of essential objectives, standards, and programs. The 
statute would also require the State Board of Education, acting"-cm the 
advice of the Commissioner, to develop a more detailed definition of 

. = 

T and E in conformance with the legislative guidelines. M::>reover, 
the Legislature should specifically prescribe the power and duty of the 
State to monitor the educational process and to ensure that appropriate 
corrective action is taken in the event of persistent deficiencies. 

With regard to the meaning of the terms "thorough" and "efficient", 
the author rr.a"ntains that tbe essence of the wrd "efficient" is an 
ability to choose and use tbe rost effective and least wasteful means 
of doing a 'task or accor.1plishing a given e.T'ld or purpose. Noting that 
in 1875 responsible legislators consciously rejected the wrd "rud:irne..T'ltary" 
·and inserted in its place the ph:-ase "thorough and efficient", the author 
contends that this latter ter:il cannot be construed to mean the least 
possible, a ~"n~ma1 , or even a basic education, and that it must be as 
complete as possible. · 

The aut:10r also feels that a "thorough 11 education must embody both 
a certain e:ct.ensiveness a.'l'ld intensity of effort, and that the word 
11efi'icient" I!I'J.St apply to all activities of all public schools in the 
state. 

- · .. · 
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Some Asoec't.s of "Thorouqh and E!ficient" 

The New Jersey Constitution provides at Art. VIII, Sec. 

IV, Para. 1 that: 

The Legislature shall prov~ae for the maintenance 
and support of a thorough and efficient system of 
free public schools for the instruction of all the 
children in the State between the ages of five and 
eighteen years. 

In Robinson v. Cahill, 62 N.J. 473 (1973), suoo'l oo., 

63 N.J. 196 (1973), the New Jersey·supreme Court ruled that the 

State's school finance laws were unconstitutional under that 

provision because they failed to assure all students a "thoroug·h 
. .. --·---

and efficient" educational system. A thres'hold problem the 

Court found was that t.~e State had never specified what "t.~orough 

and efficient" meant. That deficiency must be remedied before a 

constitutionally sufficient new plan for funding-education can be 

created. In the words of the Supreme Court, "the State must_ 

define in some discernible way the educational obligation." 

62 N.J. at 519. 

This paper will address four broad sets of questions relating 

to the definition of "t.""lorough and efficient": (1) Who should 

define the term "thorough and efficient system of free public 

schools" (i.e., the Legislature, the Governor, the State Board 

of Education, the Commissioner of Education, local boards of 

education, some combination of the above), and what are the ad-
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v~~tages ~~d disadvantages of each? [Research Question ill; (2) 

w~a t did the ter:n "t!'lorough and efficient" mean when it was first 

introduced into the S~ate Constitution in 1875, have changing 

conditions changed the meaning of the term, to what extent has 

~~e Supreme Court broadened, limited, or otherwise changed the 

mea~ing of the term by its opinion in Robinson v. Cahill? 

[Research Question #2]; (3) Does the word "thorough" apply to 

the extensiveness of the school experience made available or to 

the intensity of effort in particular areas of study, and what 

are the advantages and disadvantages of each approach? [Research 

Question #8]; (4) Does the word "efficient" apply to all activities 
- ··------

of all public schools in the State, or might its application be 

limited to only the State-funded portion of a public school 

activity,· and what are the advantages and disadvantages of each 

approach? [Research Question #9]. 

1. Who should define "thorouah and efficient". The New 

Jersey courts have made clear over the years that education is 

a State function and responsibility. This view was explicitly 

reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in Robinson v. Cahill when it 

said, "The obligation [is] the State's to maintain and support a 

thorough and efficient system of free public schools." 62.N.J. 

at 509. As indicated above, the Court also announced the 

obligation of the "State" to define "thorough and efficient". 

Throughout its opinion the Court refers to the responsibility of 
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the "State" without ever specifying which agency or officer 

might have particular responsibilities.* 

We are thus forced back on general principles of law, 

and public policy concerns, for more specific guidance. The 

Constitution itself speaks of the responsibility of the Legis-

lature to "provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough 

and efficient system of free public schools". This suggests 

that the Legislature has ultimate responsibility for the discharge 

of the constitutional mandate, including the definition of "tho-

rough and efficient". There is no reason to believe that the 

Legislature lacks the power to carry out the definitional as~ect· 

of the mandate in a detailed and comprehensive manner. It need·-------

not rely on any other governmental entity. 

There are some advantages to having the Legislature act 

with specificity in this area. A clear legislative mandate 

should le~~e local school districts in no doubt as to their 

obligations. This may be preferable to the kind of push-pull 

:i 
Ji 

II 

j 
~ 
\1 j, 
~I 

that has often taken place when the state education cepar~~ent .I 

has sought, by exercise of its discretion, to require local action. j 

*Judge Better, the trial court judge in Robinson, was slightly 
more specific about the allocation of responsibility. He said: 

Education must be raised to a "thorough" level in 
all districts when deficiencies exist. The Legis
lature, the State Board, the Bateman Committee, 
educators in this State have defined this goal in 
commendable terms •..• The State Board and the Com
missioner have ample statutory power to measure 
progress and to enforce this mandate by rule and 
regulations. 118 N.J. Super. 223,· 281 (1972). 

l 
j 
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I~deed, some critics of the cu=rent sys~e~ of educational 

ad~inistration have maintained t~at t~e depart~ent tends to 

be overly responsive to local wishes and, as a res~lt, has 

played a timid, lowest-co~~on-denominator role. T~e present 

reform effort is, after all, partly a response to the State 

Board's and State Commissioner's failure to use their existing 

aut~ority to define and implement a "thorough and efficient 

system of free public schools". 

There are also several disadvantages to a detailed legis-

lative definition, however. First, the Legislature is unlikely 

to have readily available to it the educational and ad.ministrat1"ve 

expertise to develop a definition of a "thorough and efficient 

system of free public schools" which would provide sufficient 

guidance to state, county and local agencies about how they must 

function to meet the constitutional requirement. _ 

Seco~, a comprehensive statutory definition would seriously 

limit flexibility in an area where flexibility is crucial. The 

difficulty and complexity of defining "thorough and efficient" 

is well-recognized. It is highly unlikely that the State's first 

effort to do so after almost a hundred years of operating under 

the constitutional provision will be completely satisfactory. 

Moreover, the New Jersey Supreme Court made clear that "thorough 

and efficient" must be seen as an evolving concept, changing with 

the times and with the needs of the larger society. For those 

reasons, periodic adjustments of the qefinition are essential, 
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and the Legislature is not well-adapted for such a continuing 

role. 

Third, it is inevitable that legislative deliberations 

will be influenced by political considerations. The more 

detailed t...,e statutory definition of "thorough and efficient," 

the more troublesome that practical fact of life is likely to 

be, and the more questions are likely to be raised about the 

consistency of the definition with the Court's decision in 

Robinson v. Cahill. Illustratively, the Court criticized the 

Bateman Act in the following terms: "It must be evident that 

our present scheme is a patchy product reflecting provincia~ 

contests rather than a plan sensitive on~y to the co~~itutional ___ _ 

mandate." 62 N.J. at 519-20. 

That the Legislature has ultimate constitutional responsi-

bility for the definition and that it has the power to develop 

a detailed definition itself does not mean that the Legislature 

has no alternatives. The Legislature can delegate some of its 

responsibility to appropriate public bodies or officers* ~,der 

~··iricient legislative guidelines. One legal point must be 

E:m!-'l1asized, however. Under the law of delegation of authority, 

tl1~ delegor (the party delegating authority) remains ultimately 

*It is impermissible generally to delegate governmental 
fun~tions to a private agency or individual. However, it is 
permissible, and highly desirable, to utilize interested members 
of the public, parents, students, teachers and administrators 
in an advisory capacity. 
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responsible for the ma~ne= in which the delegee (~,e party 

delegated au~~ority) exercises the authority in question. 

;,.:: U.."'lsa tis factory definition of "~~orough and efficient," then, 

is the responsibility of the Legislature no matter what agency 

o= officer developed the definition in the first instance • 

So far as the public body or officer to which authority 

might be delegated, there are several obvious possibilities 

and several less obvious ones. The existing pattern of the 

State's education laws suggests that the State Board of Educa-

tion ~~d State Commissioner are the most likely delegees. The 

State Board, for example, is already charged with the "general 
- ·-- ... -----

supervision and control of public education in the state" and 

wi~~ formulating plans and making "recommendations for the 

unified, continuous and efficient development of public educa-

tion ••. of people of all ages within the state." -N.J.S.A. 18A: 

4-10. It must also "report annually to the legislature in 

regard to .all matters committed to its care." N.J.S.A. 18A:4-20. 

Similarly, ~~e Commissioner is charged with "supervision of 

all schools of the state receiving support or aid from state 

appropriations ..• , and he shall enforce all rules prescribed 

by the state board." N.J.S.A. 18A:4-23. In fact, the Commis-

sioner is already required, "by direction or with the approval 

of the state board, ••• [to] inquire into and ascertain the 

thoroughness and efficiency of operation of any of the schools 

of the public school system of the state." N.J.S.A. 18A:4-24. 
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Delegating the authority to flesh out a definition of 

"i:...;.'"lorough and efficient" to the State Board and/or Commissioner 

has t~e following important advantages: (a) they are the major 

public repositories of educational program ~~d a~~inistration 

expertise; (b) they would provide a statewide perspective 

necessary for impl~~entation of L~e Court's requirement that 

educational opportunities be equalized in every district of the 

State and that public education be recognized as a state system; 

(c) they have had the most germane experience of any public 

bodies since they have for many years been operating lli~der 

statutory provisions, such as the ones referred to above, which 

have given them overall responsibility , for supervisin.g_ the "tho-_____ _ 

rough and efficient" system of free public schools. A major·. 

potential disadvantage of vesting virtually exclusive definitional 

responsibility in the State Board and Commissioner is that they 

might not be adequately sensitive and responsive to differing 

local circ~stances and needs.* 

An alternative delegation of authority, at the other end 

of ~~e spectrum, would involve vesting relatively complete 

responsibility in the approximately 600 local school districts. 

Assuming i:...;.~ey acted individually and not collectively, there 

are several serious disadvantages of this approach: (a) the 

"thorough and efficient" definition which emerged would be very 

unlikely to promote statewide equality of educational opportunity 

(In effect there would be 600 definitions which differed based 

*On the other hand, some have seen the state education authorities 
as too influenced by local wishes, if not needs. 

., 
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not only on local interests but also local expertise, local 

commitment to education, and perhaps local willingness or 

ability to raise funcs. When the Court spoke in Robinson 

o= "the State" defining "thorough and efficient" it surely had 

some o~~er mechanism in mind.); (b) the creation of a direct 

chain of responsibility between the Legislature and local school 

districts would be inconsistent with the existing administrative 

structure and philosophy under which the state education author-

ities play an important intermediate role; (c) local school 

districts have had little experience in formally defining and 

applying concepts like "thorough and efficient." 

Two final possibilities as delegees_ -are count~-..s.uperinten-________ _ 

dents or the Governor. County superintendents may seem to offer 

an appealing compromise between the relative isolation of state 

officials and the relative pa;ochialism of local school districts. 

However, as a practical matter, county superintendents'offices 

generally~have neither the expertise nor resources to effectively 

perform t.~e fu!"lction of defining "thorough and efficient." This 

arrangement would also arguably be incompatible with the Court's 

requirement t.;.'-!at "the State" provide a definition. 

Although there are no expressly greater restrictions on 

delegating authority to the Governor than to other parts of the 

executive branch of government, there are seyeral reasons why 

delegation to the Governor of responsibility to define "thorough 

and efficient" would be less appropriate than delegation to the 

State Board and Commissioner. The Governor is charged with 

I 
! 

I 

l 
:! 
i 
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exe=cisi~g ~~e ge~e=al executive powe= of ~~e State and wit~ 

supervision of all departments of ~~e executive branch. N.J. 

Const. Art. IV, Sec. 1, Para. 1 & N.J. Const. Art. IV, Sec. 4, 

Para. 2. This see~~ inconsistent with the Legislature choosing 

to delegate specific responsibilities in a defined area to the 

Governor. As a matter of expertise or resources, the Governor 

a~d his immediate staff may not be able to discharge effectively 

a range of such specific responsibilities. In that event, ~~e 

Governor would presumably re-delegate the responsibility in 

question, probably to the State Board and Commissioner in the 

case of defining "thorough and efficient."* 

However the rna tter of who should be _the de leges--- .is resol ve.9,.J ___ _ 

there is the further question of what should be delegated. The 

Legislature must at least provide some basic guidelines. The 

courts have been quite lenient· in enforcing this requirement, 

however. Yet the failure of the Legislature to provide guidelines 

regarding 4efinition of "thorough and efficient" by the State 

Board and Co~ilissioner (as well as the failure to explicitly 

require ~~e cevelopwent of a meaningful definition) surely contri-

buted to the result in Robinson. Beyond ~~e establishment of basic 

guidelines, L~e Legislature has discretion to do as little or as 

much as it wishes in narrowing the scope of the delegation of 

authority. 

*This is not to suggest that the Governor ought to refrain 
from any participation in the definitional process. Quite 
commonly, of course, legislative proposals emanate from the 
Governor's staff when issues of broad public importance, such 
as this one, are involved. 

·t 
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I 
I 

On balance, ~~e following approach tc who should de=~~e 

"thorough ane efficient" would seem to offer the maximum 

aC.vantages: 

a. The Legislature should enact a general statute 

providing the broad outlines of t!'le "thorough and 

efficient" definition, including a statement of essential 

objectives and standards. That statute should also 

require the State Board, acting on the recommendations 

of the Commissioner, to develop a more detailed defini-

tion in conformity with the legislative guidelines. 

The Legislature should also act with specificity to 

mandate the establishment of educat~onal programs-which 

are regarded as necessary for the attainment of a 

"thorough and efficient system of free system of public 

schools." Examples would be special education for the 

handicapped (whic!'l is already ~~e subject of detailed 

legi~lation}, bilingual education, compensatory education, 

_early childhood education, etc. Finally, the Legislatur~ 

should specifically legislate regarding the power and 

duty of the State to monitor the educational process and 

to ensure that appropriate corrective action is taken in 

the event of deficiencies. 

b. The State Board and Commissioner should promulgate 

regulations (and/or adopt guidelines of less formality} 

to discharge their responsibilities. The regulations (or 

-~uidelines} could provide for local participation in the 

implementation of the thorough and efficient system of 

... 
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free public schools. But the State's definition should, 

for t.~e reasons expressed above, be sufficiently compre-

hensive tc ensure statewide equality of opportunity in 

all facets of the educational program. 

2. What meaninas have "thorouah and efficient" had? In 

general, to construe the meaning of "thorough and efficient", 

one may look to the "generally accepted meaning" of t."le words 

(N.J.S.A. 1:1-1)*; the intent of the 1874-5 legislature which 

twice passed t.'1.e amendment adding this constitutional phrase; 

the meaning given to the phrase both contemporaneously with its 

enactment and subsequently by experts in the field; and the 

construction which the courts of New Jersey and other:States 

have applied to these words. 

The literal definitions ascribed to the words "thorough" 

and "efficient", as found in Webster's 3d International Diction-

ary (1966~ed.), are as follows: "Thorough" is marked by complete

ness, mastery, and sound systematic attention to all aspects and 

details. "Efficient" is marked by an ability to c=:.oose and use 

the most effective and least wasteful means of doing a task or 

accomplishing a purpose; effective to an enc; causally productive; 

using resources to facilitate the serving of a purpose in the best 

possible manner. 

*"In the construction of the laws and statutes of this state .•. 
words and phrases shall be read and construed with their con
text, and shall ..• be given their generally accepted meaning, 
according to the approved usage of the language." 
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These definitions make clear that a thorough and 

efficient education must be as complete as possible; it must 

be effective in producing a~ educated citizenry. The phrase 

ca~not be const=ued to mean ~~e least possible, or the minimal, 

o= even a basic, education. 

In construing a fwidarnental law such as a 
written constitution which has been adopted by a 
majority of all the people, it is incumbent 
upon the courts to assume that ~~e language is 
used in the ordinary acceptance and, if the 
provision in question is plain and clear on 
its face, it is to be interpreted literally.-
Johnson v. Christ Hosoital, 84 N.J. Super. 541, 556-7 
(1964), aff'd., 45 N.J. 108 (1965) 

a. The meanino in 1875. The plain meaning of 11 thoroug,h 

and efficient11 is fully supported by the hist-ocy--of the 

constitutional amendment and by the prevailing construction 

of the words at the time they were added to the constitution, 

both of which are valid and accepted bases for giving meaning 

to a constitutional provision. See, e.g., Citv of Newark v. 

Boara of Eaualization of Taxes, 80 N.J.L. 258 (Sup. Ct. 1910), 

aff'd., 81 N.J.L. 417 (E. & A. 1911). 

The amendment was ratified by ~~e people of the 

State in 1875 at the high point in the movement to establish 

a statewide system of free public schools - a movement which 

began in the early 1800's to take financial and political 

responsibility away from local, often religiously based, 

schools. See West, Elementary Education in New Jersev, A 

History (1964); Leech, The Constitutional & Legal Basis of 

Education in New Jersey (1932); Murray, 11 New Jersey School 

Conditionsn, Education Review (1912). 

--·. 
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The "t~o~ough and e!ficient" clause was not part 

of ~~e original language of the amendment which was pre-

sented to L~e Legislature in November, 1873. The Consti-

tutional Corr~ission's language read: 

Public schools shall be established and main
tained for the gratuitous instruction of all 
persons in the State between the ages of 5 and 
18 years, such schools to give rudimentary in
struction and not to fit or orepare scholars 
for collece ..•. N.Y. Times, November 24, 1873, 
p. 2:4. (Emphasis added.) 

But, significantly, the legislators deleted the word 

"rudimentary" and replaced it with "thorough and efficient" 

to describe the quantum of education that the State must 

undertake to provide. The Legislature also deleted the 
-

words "and not to fit or prepare scholars for college." 

These changes clearly demonstrate that the Legislatures 

and the people of New Jersey who adopted the amendment 

consciously rejected maintaining a state system of free 

public schools which provided for only minimal, merely 

satisfactory, instruction; instead they set L~eir sights 

higher, toward a complete, productive and effective educa-

tional system. Indeed, even in 1875, when only a small 

fraction of all the State's children were continuing .._. . 
~..ne1.r 

education in colleges, the legislators and people of the 

State expressly rejected the limitation that a fr~e public 

education need not qualify students for college. 

b. The evolving meaning between 1875 and Robinson v . 

Cahill. There is broad support for the proposition that, 

-·.· 
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at the time of L~e amendment's passage anc since, the 

L~oroughness anc efficiency of New Jersey's school system 

has been gearec to ~~e ability of its graduates to parti-

cipate fully in a democratic society and to contribute to 

~,e state's welfare. See, suora, Murrav, at 405; Leech, 

at 29; West, at vii, 30. 

In the 18~, Century, people were fighting for 
common public education as the chief means to 
advance in a democratic society. In the early 
20th Century the public school was of tremendous 
importance in giving to the new immigrants the 
knowledge and skills required for adapting them
selves to their adopted country. Today, the 
schools are in L~e forefront in the struggle of 
racial groups for the realization of equality of 
opportunity. West, suora, at vii. 

-
This view has also been enunciated by a variety of 

New Jersey public officials over a span of almost 100 years 

to explain the State's vital interest in providing all its 

children with a comprehensive education. Many of these 

officials have also spoken to the need for all citizens 

of the State to bear equally the costs of this educational 

systaTU. 

State Suoerintencent of Schools Aocar, 1878: "It 

being for the common ~ood that all citizens, so far as 

possible, shall be educated, it becomes a wise policy; on 

the part of the State, to place within the reach of all the 

opportunity of acquiring this education and it is simply a 

matter of equity that the expenses incurred in maintaining 

schools ... shall be borne by all alike." 

·'I 

r I 
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State Suoerintendent Baxter, 1900: "The ~~eorJ on 

which our public school system is fo~~ded is that it is 

for the benefit of ~~e state, and not of ~~e individual 

per se, ~~at he should be prepared for citizenship, be 

educated sufficiently to do his work efficiently, a~d add 

to ~~e material prosperity of the community in which he lives. 

With this end in view, the state levies a school tax to be 

used for the equal benefit of all the people of the state." 

(State School Report, Leech, at 11.) 

Commissioner of Education Kendall, 1910: "The educa-

tion of the masses is of so vital importance to society~and 
t 

to the state that many intelligent citizens i~~-line to the _____ ) 
l 
' [ 

' belief that no portion of the support of schools of any 

district should ever be dependent upon the measure of correct 

educational sentiment that shall happen to p~evail therein." 

(State School Report, Leech, at 17). 

Suoerintendent of Public Schools in Delaware Co., (1932): 

"[B]ased on ~~e Constitution, laws, decisions, rules and 

statements of officials .•• the state is interested in educa- I 
tion primarily for selfish reasons, since education is 

necessarL to the continued existence of the democratic state .••• 

State contributions to education are on the one hand evidence 

of state equity in the system, and also serve to stimulate 

local effort and to equalize burdens of expense among school 

districts of varying degrees of financial competency." 

Leech, at 24. 
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Alvi~ Eurce~, Di=ector of Gove~rnental Resea~ch, 

N.J. State Chamber of C8~~erce, 1940: "Public education 

is charced. with the areatest resnonsibilities, nfu~elv, 

that of t=ainina and fittina our child=en for olaces of 

usefulness in ~~is comolex economic societv, and for con-

structive roles as citizens of this democracy." (Address: 

"Is ~~e Cost of Education in N.J. Too High? Yes." Dec. 7, 

19 40) . (Emphasis added.) 

Commissioner of Education Raubinger, 1954: ·~istori-

cally, ~~e establishment of our free, tax supported system 

of public schools grew out of and was a part of the great -

experiment in- self government which--was begun in this 

country in the last quarter of the 18th Century ...• Educa-

tion was imperative to and inseparable from enlightened 

self-rule." (N.J. Citizen's Rights and Responsibilities, 

American Historical Co~~ttee, State Dept. of Education, 

19 54) . 

C~ve~or Rober~ ~evner, 1955: "When each citizen has 

an ~qual vote and must bear his part of the public tax, and 

is subject to a call to protect his country in time of dan-

ger, ~~en it is to ~~e interest of all citizens that our 

school system be the best we can maintain." (N.J. White 

House Conference on Education, Trenton, May 20, 21, 1955). 

.. (Emphasis added.) 
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N.J. Board o~ Hi=he= Education, 1970: "Education 

be:1e~i ts society as well as tl"le individual. --our economy 

ca.:-.. nct ope=at.e wi t.'-lcut millions of highly educated persons. 

Our cemoc=atic political system is dependent on tl"le respon-

sible participation of educated men and women. The quality 

of our social and cultural life depends on the values and 

creativity of our educated citizenry." (Goals for Higher 

Education in N.J., Jan., 1970). 

The New Jersey courts have enunciated the purposes of 

education in similar terms. Education must be "causally 

productive" to be meaningful in our state. An importan~ 

____ 1895 case, Landis v. ltshworth, 57 N.J.L. 509 ·(Sup-: Ct. 189.5.)_,.... __ _ 

perceived t..'J.e "thorough and efficient" standard in just these 

terms: 

Its [L'J.e 1875 amendment to the New Jersey 
Constitution] purpose was to impose on the 
legislature a duty of providing for a thorough 
and efficient syst~~ of free schools, capable 
~f affording to every child such instruction 
as is necessary to fit it for t.~e ordinary duties 
of citizenship. 

Because "~~orough and efficient" has been defined 

by reference to the demands and requirements of the larger 

society, the criteria for a constitutionally acceptable 

standard of education must evolve as that society changes. 

The New Jersey Supreme Court recognized that principle when 

it said in Booker v. Plainfield Board of Education, -45 N.J. 

161, 170-171 (1965), that the teaching of the "3 R's" alone 

would be insufficient to prepare a student for "the ordinary 

duties of citizenship" in contemporary American society. 

.:~, 
',,if' 
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More is requ.:..rec t..-.an mere rote learning, for " [ i] it is 

during [the children's] formative school years that firm 

fou.J.da tions may be laid for good citizenship and broad 

participation in the mainstream of affairs." 

Indeed, with respect to economic participation, 

&~erican society is chwJ.ging in a particularly significant 

way. This change is reflected in increased automation in 

farming, manufacturing and elsewhere. Consequently, 

virtually all projections indicate ~at job availability 

in the future will be increasingly for professionals, white 

collar employees and skilled laborers, and decreasingly, fo~. 

general laborers and other unskilled persons.--s~, e.g., 

D. Rice, "Employment and Occupations in the Seventies," 

Educational Leadership, (1965); D. Michael, "The Next Twenty 

Years," The Next Generation {1965); and S.M. Mitler, "The 

Outlook of Working-Class Youth," Blue-Collar World (1964). 

While it is possible for one to learn skills on ~~e 

job, the technological explosions and social forces affecting 

the job market have already produced progressively higher 

entry-level education background and skill requirements. 

Thus, to prepare children for "broad participation" i~ the 

economic order, the schools must provide them with more 

than the kind of basic skills and knowledge that in a 

simpler age would have prepared them for unskilled labor. 

Increasingly, to be a productive member of society workers 

will have to understand computer systems, automated programs 
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and facilities, and cybernetic actions of business and 

government. See D. Michael, supr~.* 

New Je=sey's recognition of this educational objec-

tive, as mandated by Art. VIII, Sec. IV, Par. 1, of the 

Constitution, and as further enunciated between 1875 and 

Robinson by public officials and the courts, is echoed and 

strengL~ened by the decisions of other courts, including 

the United States Supreme Court. In West Virginia Board 

of Education v. Barnett, 319 U.S. 624, 637 (1943), the 

Court noted L~at boards of education are "educating the 

young for citizenship.n The court reiterated in Brown v. 

*In this connection, the remarks of the New York Court of 
Appeals in Council of SuPervisory Assns. v. Board of Education, 
23 N.Y.2d 458 (1969), are particularly compelling. In discus
sing the objectives of New York's educational system, particu
larly with reference to minority group children from ghetto 
areas, the Court ~~ere frames them in citizenship output te~s: 
"The testing standards of educational ability a.."ld performance 
[in ~~e past] were, naturally enough, measured by achievement 
valued by professional teachers, e.g., reading, arithmetic, 
writing, spelling,_ correct speech. While these s~~lls are_not, 
of course, the ultimate test of either the intelligence or the 
potential develop~ent of a child, they seem to be t~e indis?en
sable bases of personal success in any technically highly devel
oped countrf of cur period. To see this in broad perspective it 
might be useful to compare the demands for technical skills in 
_t:"le United States, England, France, Japan and Russia ••.••. It 
became obvious that traditional public school teaching was not 
succeeding in imparting to a very substantial segment of children 
the basic educational tools needed for economic usefulness. This 
failure to teach what is indispensable to anv significant personal 
opportunity in present day life had two main conseauences: it 
tended to comoel the child as he grew up to remain in the dismal 
and ghetto-like conditions of an economically underprivileged 
community and to solidify the alienation of that community with 
fateful consequences .••• " 23 N.Y.2d at 462-63 (Emphasis added.) 
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Boa=c of Education, 347 V.S. 483, 493 (1954), that 

education is t..~e ·"foundation of good citizenship." And, 

in Kevishian v. Beard of Reqents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1966), 

the classroom was characterized as "peculiarly the 'market-

place of ideas'." "The Nation's future depends upon leaders 

trained through wide exposure to that robust exchw1ge of 

ideas which discovers truth .... " Tinker v. Des Moines 

Communitv School Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 512 (1968). 

A significant number of states have incorporated into 

their constitutions substantially the same provision as New 

Jersey with respect to the state's duty to provide a "tho--· 
- -·----

rough and efficient" system of public education to all chil-

dren of t..~e state.* 

*Provisions similar to the Education Clause of the New Jersey 
Constitution are found in the constitutions of at least 16 
ot.~er sta~s. The "thorough and efficient" formulation is 
wholly included in the constitutions of Maryland (Art. 8, §1), 
Ohio (Art. VI, §2), Pennsylvania __ (Art 3, §14), and West Virginia 
(Art. 12, §1). Colorado (Art. 9, §2) and Idaho (Art. 9, §1) 
establish a "thorough and uniform system." Mc~tana's constit..:
tional provision provides for a "general, unifo:r:n and thorough 
system of public ... schools" (Art. 8, §1). Kentucky (§183) ~~d 
Virginia (Art. VIII, §1) require an efficient system. In Ic~a 
(Art. 9, §12), the Constitutional provision is fer a thorough 
svstem of education. The Maine (Art. 8, §1) and Texas (Art. VII, 
§i) constitutions guarantee suitable and efficient education. 
Indiana's provision (Art. 8, §1) is for a suitable, general and 
uniform system. In Georgia, the Constitution provides for an 
"adequate" education (Art. VIII, §1). A "complete and uniform" 
and, .a ~·general and efficient" one is required in Delaware (Art. 
9 85) . 
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It is clear from the case law in these states (1) that 

the measure of thorough and efficient (or thorough and 

uniform, or general and efficient, etc.) there too is the 

fulfillment of the state's goal of an educated and pro

ductive citizenry, and (2) that such measure changes with 

evolving societal conditions. 

Thus, in Illinois "the primary purpose of the main-

--tenance of the common school system is the promotion of 

the general intelligence of the people constituting a body 

politic, and thereby to increase the usefulness and efficiency 

of the citizens on which ·the government of society depends:" 

Lee v. Board of Education, 234 Il~. App. 141, 146-7 (1925). 

The Montana courts have made an equally clear statement 

of this purpose. 

The primary purpose of the ••• school sytem is the 
promotion of the general intelligence of the people 
~onstituting the body politic and thereby to in-
crease the usefulness and efficiency of the citi
zens upon which .. the._government of society depends ••• , 
[The public s·chool system is a] governmental means of 
protecting the state from the consequences of an 
ignorant and incompetent citizenship. State v. School 
Dist=ict No. 73, 76 P.2d 330, 332 (Mont. 1938) 

. 
The 'general, uniform and thorough system" of public 

education required by the Constitution of Montana, Art. XI, 

Sec. 1, was further defined in the following terms: "the 

common schools are doorways opening into chambers of science, 

art and the·learned professions, as well as into fields of 
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industrial and commercial activities •••• These are rights 

and privileges that cannot be denied." Grant v. Michaels, 

23 P.2d 266, 271 (Mont. 1933). 

In keeping with these broad statements of principle 

in New Jersey and other states about the changing meaning 

of "thorough and efficient," there have been actual changes 

in the prevailing educational program. In 1875, and for 
I" 

several decades thereafter, the requirement of a "thorough 

and efficient system of free public schools" was thought 

to be satisfied by a good elementary school program. 

public secondary schools were not generally provided. 

Free 
,. 
In-

... ·-----P··-~ 

deed, the Landis case, supra, involved an assertion that it 

was unconstitutional for some school districts to provide 

public high schools while most did not. The Court reject~d 

that argument, stating: 

Nor can I think that the constitution requires the 
'~egislature to provide the same means of instruc
tion for every child in the state. A scheme to 

. accornplish .. that-.result would compel either the 
abandonment of all public schools designed for the 
higher education of youth or the establishment of 
such schools in every section of the state within 
reach of daily attendance by all the children ~~ere 
residing. Neither of these consequences was contem
plated by the amendment of 1875. Its purpose was to 
impose on the legislature a duty of providing for a 
~~orough and efficient system of free schools, cap
able of affording to every child such instruction as 
is necessary to fit it for the ordinary duties of 
citizenship; and such provision our school laws 
would make if properly executed,. with the view of 
securing the common rights of all, before tendering 
peculiar advantages to any. But, beyond this consti
tutional obligation, there still exists the power of 
the legislature to provide,. either directly or in
directly, in its discretion, for the further instruc
tion of youth in such branches of learning as, though 
not essential, are yet conducive to the public service. 
On this power, I think, rest the laws under which spe
cial opportunities for education at public expense are 
en i ove.d. 57 N.J. L. at 512. -
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Since 1895, when Landis was decided, societal condi-

tions and educational expectations have surely changed, and 

with them the definition of "thorough and efficient." For 

example, secondary schools have been an integral part of the 

State's public education system for many years.* N.J.S.A. 

18A:45-l. Thus, "thorough and efficient" has been a relative 

concept in two senses: (1) relative to the needs and aspira

tions of the larger society, and (2) relative to what schools 

generally are providing. 

c. The imPact of Robinson v. Cahill on the meaning of 

"thorough and efficient." The decisions of the trial court 

. and .. the. Supreme Court in Robinson prc;>vided cl~.f_;_f_!cation, 

.. -. 

··-----· .. 
confirmation and broadening of the meaning of "thorough and 

efficient" in several important respects. 

(i) The courts made clear that "thorou9h and 

efficient", as the words themselves strongly 

*' ~uggest, requires a high level of education. 

"The word 't..~orough' in the Education Clause 

connotes in common meaning L~e concept of complete-

ness and attention to detail. It means more than 

simply adequate or minimal." 118 N.J. Super. at 

268. 

* During the past 20 to 30 years changing conditions have also 
resulted in the recognition that other kinds of educational 
programs must be provided. Illustratively, the State, has added 
vocational education (N.J.S.A. 18A:54-l et seq.), special educa
tion for the handicapped (N.J.S.A. 18A:46-l et seq.), neighbor
hood· education centers·· for":school dropouts (N.J.S.A. 18A:54A-·l 
et sea.). 

;~: 
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In focusing on equality of educational opportunity 

to achieve certain outputs, the Court also suggested 

that differential inputs might be required to meet 

educational disadvantages. At one point the Court 

said: 

Although we have dealt with the constitutional 
problem in terms of dollar input per pupil, we 
should not be understood to mean that the State 
may not recognize ••• a need for additional dollar 
input to equip classes of disadvantaged children 
for the educational opportunity [required]. 62 
N.J. at 520. 

In a footnote to that statement, the Court referred 

to the case of Lau v. Nichols, where the federal courts . - .. 

considered whether non-English_..speaking Cainese students________ .. 

were entitled to be provided with bilingual compensatory 

education. The United States Supreme Court, after the 

decision in Robinson, held that they were. Justice · 

Douglas, writing for the majority, said that: " ••• there' 

~s no equality of treatm~~t merely by providing students 

with the same facilities, text books, teachers and 

curriculum; for students who do not understand English 

are effectively foreclosee from any meaningf~l cppor-

tunity." 94 S. Ct. 786, 788 (1974). 

(iv) The New Jersey Supreme Court expanded the defini- -

tion of "thorough and efficient" to include capital, 

as well as current operating,expenses. The Court said: 

"The State's obligation includes as well the capital 

expenditures without which the required educational 

opportunity could not be provided." 62 N.J. at 520. 
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(v) The New Jersey Supreme Court reaffirmed that 
I 

until all students are being provided with a "thorough 

and efficient" system of instruction, no district can 

provide more to its students. This proposition had 

been clearly stated in Landis when the court there 

said that the school laws must secure "the common rights 

of all, before tendering peculiar advantages to any." 

57 N.J.L. at 512. The Supreme Court in Robinson 

specifically endorsed Landis, and went further to state 

that, "A system of instruction in any district of the 

State which is not thorough and efficient falls short 

of the constitutional command." 62 N.J. at 513. 'rhe-· 
-

Court also was careful to point out .that: 

••• if the State assumes the cost of providing 
the constitutional mandated education, it may .•• 
authorize local government to go further ••• , . 
provided that such authorization does not become 
a device for dilutina the State's mandated 
resoonsibilitv. 62 N.J. at 520 (Emphasis added.) 

This view--that all children in the State must , 

receive a thorough and efficient system of education 

before any children c~~ be provided with "peculiar 

advantages~-is derived from the concept of a thorough 

and efficient statewide system. It is manifestly 

inefficient, in implementing a statewide system required 

to provide equality of educational opportunity (at least 

up to a substantially high level) , to permit some dis-

tricts to provide more than the required level of educa-

., 
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tional opportunity while other districts may be 

striving vainlyto reach the required level. 

The word "efficient" in the constitutional 

provision also has other import. Since the goa•l 

of public education is to produce fully informed 

and productive citizens able to meet the demands of 

a modern industrial society, then providing less than·· 
' the required level of education is not only inconsis--

tent with the constitutional requirement of a "thorough" 

education: it is also inefficient. The fiscal effici-

ency of the public schools must be determined fronP a - ·· 

broad perspective. A strong, positive correlation exisfs---

between the level of educational attainment and economic 

factors such as income, productivity, standard of living 

and employment. States with the lowest_per capita suppor:t:_ 

of education are also lcwest in these economic indicators. 
, 
See 1971 u.s. Statistical Abstracts. The fiscal efficiency 

of the public schools must also be determined from t.'le 

point of view of ~~e cost of caaling with its failures. 

Rising crime rates, drug addiction levels and welfare 

rolls all drain vast amounts of State and local funds, 

and constitute an enormous waste of human potential. 

All correlate to inadequate education and high drop-ou~ 

rates. See, e.g., Governor's.Select Commission on Civil 

Disorder, Report for Action (1968): 1971 u.s. Statistical 

Abstracts. As the trial court said: 
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It is too much to expect that our school 
system alone can solve all these problems. 
But much can be done, and doing more will 
cost more. Education is no exception to 
this fact of life. 118 N.J. Super. at 257. 

Ironically, though, doing less with our public education 

system may cost more, too. Savings in terms of lower 

education expenditures are more than consumed in hi_gher 

costs for juvenile delinquents, welfare recipients and 

other dropouts from our schools and our society. In 

. New Jersey, for example, it has been costing the State 

as much as $16,500 per year to maintain one child in a 

juvenile detention facility. The national average to " - .. 
provide 14 years of s~hooling _.(.through junior colleg~j ______ _ 

for one child has been approximately $15,000. 

This is not·to suggest, of course, that going ~o 

school will prevent criminality; it is .clear, however, 

that provision of a tho~ough education substantially 

reduces delinquency and provides real opportunities for 

economically rewarding employment and a higher standard 

of living. For some of ~~e excellent studies and trea-

tises-illuminating these conclusions, see Halsey, Floud 

& Anderson, Education, Economv and Societv (1963; D. Rice, 

"Employment and Occupations in the Seventies," Educational 

Leadership {1965); Miller, "The Outlook of Working-Class 

Youth," Blue Collar World (1964); Havighurst & Neugarten, 

Society & Education (·19 62) ; Linton & Nelson, Patterns of 
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Power: Social Foundation of Education (1968) ; Brem

beck, Social Foundations of Education (1971); Nelson 

& Besag, Sociological Perspectives in Education (1970); 

Sexton, Education & Income,.Inequality of Opportunity 

in the Public Schools (1961). 

(vi) The New Jersey Supreme Court made explicit the 

need to continually update the meaning of "thorough 

and efficient." After quoting from Landis with 

approval, the Court said: 

Landis could be misread if it is not kept in 
mind that when Landis was decided (1895), 
secondary schooling as we know it today was 
not generally available •••• It was not then • 
an attribute of a thorough· and effici-eM system··----·- ... 
of public schooling, and ~or that reason Landis 
found the constitutional requirement was not 
offended by the fact that "higher education" 
was not available for all children. But Landis 
held that the education comprehended by the 
constitutional obligation must be met by "secur~ 
ing the common rights of all." Ana Landis of 
course did not say the common rights were those 
of 1875 or 1895. Today, a system of public edu-

~ cation which did not offer high school education 
would hardly be thorough and efficient. The 
Constitution's guarantee must be understood to 
embrace that educational opportunity which is 
needed in ~~e contem~orarv settinc to equip a 
child for his role as a citizen and as a compe
titor in the labor market. 62 N.J. at 515 
(Emphasis added.) 

(vii) Finally, the Supreme Court gave direct support 

to the proposition that students can sue under the 

Constitution's education clause to enforce against the 

State their right to a "thorough and efficient" system 

of free public schools. This may have significant 



implications for the future should the State fail 

to adequately respond to Robinson's requirement that 

it define and implement such a system. 

3. Does "thorough" apply to the extensiveness of the school 

experience made available or to the intensity of efforts in 

particular areas of study? Either there may be no meaningful 

difference between these two, or the answer may be both. As has 

been indicated, the State.: must provide every student with "that 

educational opportunity which is needed in the contemporary setting 

to equip a child for his role as a citizen and as a competitor in 

the labor market." 62 N.J. at 515. That requirement embodies 
:-

both a certain extensiveness and intensi~y of app~oa~~ To foe~~---

on one or the other would pose serious problems in meeting the 

Robinson mandate. 

For a school experience to contain elements xeasonably 

designed to produce effective citizens and competitors in the labor 

market, it must be quite extensive (i.e., civics, history, basic 

skill areas, vocational or higher education qualifying skills, 

physical education, health, creative arts). Moraover, within those 

areas there must be an intensity of effort geared toward student 

achievement of sufficient proficiency to qualify them for meaning-

ful participation in those two domains. Hopefully, educators, and 

the public at large, not lawyers will define with particularity 

what the school experience should cover and what intensity of 

effort should be devoted. 
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4. Does the word "efficient" apply to all activities of 

all public schools in the State, or might its application be 

limited to only the State-funded portion of a public school 

activitv? For some of the·reasons already expressed, the word 

< ' "efficient" must apply to all activities of all public schools 

in the State. Public education is a state system in its totality 

even if it is operated and funded partially by local school districts. 

They-~ serve as agents of the State and the State is ultimately 

responsible for the provision of a "thorough and efficient system 

of free public schools." The Supreme Court said in Robinson that 

if any district provides less than a thorough and efficient JSYS_t_em 

of instruction, for· any reason,;. the obl_igation is· the- State's .to---· 

rectify it." 62 N.J. at 513. (Emphasis added.) 

The only conceivable theory for limiting the application . 

of "efficient" to the State-funded portion of educational costs 

is if the State were to utilize "full state funding" (unde~ which 

it directly provided all funds necessary for a "thorough" education) • 

Then, amounts raised locally would in theory be free of the state-

wide "efficient" requirement. There are, howeve~, ~~ree . . -. . 
5 :.gn~!: ~can'-

caveats: 

a. Local districts are not free to go beyond the "thc;>rough 

and efficient" level until all districts have actually 

reached that level. 

b. Unlimited local leeway may lead, as a practical matter, 

to serious constitutional problems. As was true under the 
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fotL"'l.dation pla.'l'l (which was designed to assure all districts 

enough funds to maintain a satisfactory educational level)~ 

the existence of unlimited local leeway may lead to pressure 

on ~~e State to keep down t~e state mandated and guaranteed 

expenditures level in order to permit wealthy districts to 

raise the bulk of their funds out of their plentiful local 

ratables.** Bo~~ the trial court and the Supreme Court in 

Robinson express~d concern about this possibility. See 118 

N.J. Super. at 278 n.21 and 62 N.J. at 520. 

The Supreme Court, in particular, warned that local 

leeway could "not become a- device for diluting the State' s- · 
-

mandated responsibility." 62 N.J. at 520. 

A local leeway arrangement which was carefully defined 

and limited, and which provided for state equalization of 

poorer districts, could avoid constitutional problems. 

*T~e highest foundation level in New Jersey was $400 at a ti~e 
when t~e average educational expenditure per pupil was more than 
tNice that a~ount. 

**For exactly this reason, the Fleischmann Co~~ission in New York 
urged no local leeway anc the President's Commission on School 
Finance recommended a limit of 10 percent of total expenditures. 
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c. Since "thorougl: and efficient" will inevitably be 

defined, to some extent, in relationship to what level 

of education is actually being provided within the State, 

what nay be today a "peculiar advantage" offered to its 

students by some school districts, may become tomorrow a 

"common right" required to be.offered to all students 

throughout the State. In that event, the concept of 

efficiency will become applicable to those particular 

educational opportlli!ities. 


